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ABSTRACT

SPARSE FREQUENCY LINEARLY FREQUENCY MODULATED
LASER RADAR SIGNAL GENERATION, DETECTION, AND
PROCESSING
Name: Chimenti, Robert V.
University of Dayton

Advisor: Dr. Peter E. Powers

Linearly frequency modulated (LFM) laser radar (ladar) signals allow for an
increase in signal bandwidth without the need to utilize temporally shortened laser pulses.
This allows for the measurement of both range and velocity, without the sacrifice of

signal to noise ratio. While LFM signals are easily generated in the radio-frequency (RF)

domain the ability to produce large linear chirps in the optical domain is limited by
device constraints.

To overcome this issue we have proposed a unique method of

increasing the effective bandwidth of a LFM ladar signal by superimposing two or more
sparse frequency signals which are then linearly chirped using a conventional modulator.

Both numerical and analytical models have been developed which show the viability of
these types of signals. An experiment was conducted to verify the results of the modeling

using two frequency offset locked lasers, whose outputs were detected using heterodyne
techniques and post processed to extract the range resolution and peak to sidelobe ratio of

iii

the matched filter output. Finally a target at range was simulated by the use of a fiber
optic delay line and detected and compressed through coherent on receive processing.

iv
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Almost one hundred and fifty years ago James Clerk Maxwell first introduced a

concept that would forever change the world we live in, electromagnetic waves [1].
While many scientists had theorized that the effects of electric and magnetic fields did

not act instantaneously on distant objects, but instead traveled at a finite velocity, until

Maxwell’s “A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field” was published in 1864,
no one had been able to produce a concrete explanation of how this was possible. While

Maxwell laid out the theoretical backbone of the properties of electromagnetic waves, he
never conjectured how such waves could be produced or detected. But a mere twenty
three years after Maxwell’s groundbreaking work, Heinrich Hertz was able to turn his

theory into reality when he produced the first man made electromagnetic waves in his

laboratory [2, 3].

Once Hertz had discovered and characterized electromagnetic waves it was no time

before fellow scientists realized the potential of utilizing these waves, more specifically
in the radio frequency band, for detection and ranging. Shortly after, in 1911 the physics

behind radio detection and ranging (radar) was fully developed by Hugo Gernsbeck [3].

Over the next thirty years, radar technology went through a period of rapid development
and by World War II it had become fully integrated into the military infrastructure on

1

both sides of the battle field. Sixty years after World War II detection and ranging is

going through a rebirth, with the development of laser detection and ranging (ladar).
Ladar operates on the same basic principals as radar, with one major difference

instead of operating with electromagnetic waves in the radio band, ladar systems function

in the visual and infrared band. The rapid development of new laser technology over the
past several years has made ladar possible through such emerging technologies as high

power fiber lasers [4, 5, 6] and sub-1 kHz stable lasers sources [7].
This thesis investigates the generation, detection, and processing of ladar signals;
specifically linearly frequency modulated (LFM) ladar signals. LFM is a commonly used

method of pulse compression in radar signals which allows for the signal bandwidth to be
increased without decreasing the pulse width of the signal. Coherent LFM radar pulse

trains are the most popular signal used by the radar community [8] since the increased

bandwidth will result in finer range resolution, but while these signals are fairly easy to
generate in the radio frequency band they are much more challenging to produce in the
optical bands. There are several different methods of producing frequency modulated

signals in the optical domain (some examples of optical frequency modulation techniques
are touched on in “Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signals” by Chimenti et al. [9]), but it is
extremely difficult to maintain linearity over large modulation bandwidths.

Two

examples of attempted solutions to this problem have been pursued by Karlsson and
Olsson, who utilized a rather intricate process which used an arbitrary waveform

generator to linearize chirps on the order of a gigahertz [10], and Nordin and Hyyppa

who utilized complex thermal modeling to produce LFM modulation in distributed
feedback diode lasers [11]. To overcome the difficulty of achieving large modulator

2

bandwidths cues have been taken from the sparse aperture imaging [12,13], chirped

synthetic-wavelength interferometry [14], and sparse frequency radar [15,

16]

communities by using two frequency shifted coherent sources that each have a

continuous wave LFM (CW-LFM) imposed on them [9].

For this reason we have

proposed the superposition of frequency offset, locked laser sources which are then
linearly modulated using conventional means, i.e. 30MHz - 100MHz, producing a signal
with an effective bandwidth larger than the modulator bandwidth. This method allows

for the generation of large effective bandwidths without the need for large modulator
bandwidths, therefore eliminating the need for complex modulation techniques.

This thesis is organized in a manner which steps the reader through all of the

pertinent information needed to gain a full understanding of the properties of LFM ladar
signals; secondly it develops the theoretical reasoning behind the use of sparse frequency

LFM ladar signals and finally provides experimental data to validate the theory. Chapter
two is dedicated to a brief overview of radar signal processing and basic frequency
modulated radar signals. Chapter three describes the properties of LFM ladar signals and

provides a more meticulous explanation of our motivation behind the use of segmented
bandwidth. Chapter three also develops a detailed analytical and numerical model for

ladar signals utilizing the superposition of two offset locked lasers, as well as analytical
and numerical models for the superposition of multiple laser sources.

Chapter four

explains the experimental setup for generation and detection of a dual chirp sparse

frequency LFM ladar signal, the signal processing algorithms that are used to determine

the range resolution of the signal, as well as the experimental results. Finally chapter five

3

recaps the findings and summarizes the feasibly of utilizing sparse frequency LFM ladar

signals in real world environments.

4

CHAPTER 2

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING
In order to understand the basics of radar signal processing it is important to first
understand the fundamental relationship between an object’s range and velocity, and the

resultant time delay and Doppler shift of the received electromagnetic waveform which
has been scattered back to the receiver. There exists a simple and direct mapping of

range (/?) to time delay (t) given by,
(2.1)

=

where c is the speed of light. Equation 2.1 shows that the range is directly proportional to

time delay with a constant multiple equal to the speed of light dived by two; this is due to

the round trip time it takes the signal to travel to the target and then return to the receiver.
While the relationship between velocity (/?) and Doppler shift (v) is not as straight

forward, it can be approximated by the linear relation,

where 2 is the wavelength of the electromagnetic waveform.

A more detailed

explanation of these relationships including errors that can occur due to these and other

approximations are provided in Radar Signals by Leveanon and Mozeson [8].

For simple short pulse radar systems direct time of flight measurements are

capable of resolving the time delay, but this type of radar signal is limited in its range
resolution by the duration of the transmitted pulse. This property of pulse radar signals
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has a major drawback since temporally shortening the pulse to increase range resolution
causes the velocity resolution to be sacrificed since the ability to resolve the frequency
through fast Fourier transforms (FFT) requires long pulse durations (T) as shown in the
following relationship,

=7.

(23)

The delay-Doppler trade off can be overcome with multiple pulse processing and short
pulses, however short pulses require large peak power which may be difficult to generate
and may cause damage to optical components. These and other factors have driven

engineers to develop more complex radar signals, and with the advent of these new

signals a more comprehensive method of retrieving the range and velocity information
from the signal is needed. This has been accomplished through the use of matched filter

processing.
2.1 Matched Filter Processing
Matched filter processing is based on the axiom that optimizing the signal to noise ratio

(SNR) of the return signal (s(t)) is more important than the ability to preserve the shape
of the signal [8]. It can be shown that in order to optimize the SNR the impulse response

(h(t)) of the matched filter should be of the form,
=

(2.4)

where K is a constant. The output of a linear system is defined by the convolution of the
input signal with the impulse response,

s0(t) = s(t)®h(O •

(2.5)

Since t0 can be set to any reference point, e.g. t0 = 0, the matched filter output can be

simplified to the autocorrelation of the return signal,
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(2.6)

s0(t) = Kj_ms(r)s*(T-t)dT.

For more information on the development of matched filer processing it is recommended
that the reader to review the works of D. O. North [17].

Also the derivations of

Equations 2.4 and 2.6 can be found in Radar Signals [8].

While matched filters can be implemented directly into the circuitry of the

receiver, commonly matched filters are implemented digitally in post processing. The
simplest way of post processing using a matched filter is to create a digital array to

represent the “ideal” transmitted signal and correlate it with a digitized version of the
return signal. A simple example is to make an array of ones from 0 to lps, which

represents a 1 ps square pulse which would be correlating with the return pulse.

Figure 2.1 Matched filter output of a 1 ps square radar pulse.

The resolution of the matched filter is calculated by measuring the full width half

max (FWHM) of the central peak of the matched filter output and utilizing it in Equation

7

2.1. As shown in Figure 2.1 the FWHM of the matched filter output is equal to the pulse
duration (T), which is the exact result that we expected from our discussion of

rectangular pulse radar signals from earlier in this chapter. This method assumes an ideal
matched filter where the phase of each pulse is known, but this is not generally the case.
Many signal generators cannot assure that the phase will remain coherent from pulse to

pulse, making the use of ideal matched filters impossible. As a result the technique
known as coherent on receive has been developed to overcome this issue.

2.1.1 Coherent on Receive

A system utilizing coherent on receive makes a digital copy of each outgoing
signal. This copy is then used as the matched filter and correlated with the received
signal. This process assures that each return signal has a matched filter that is phased up

with the originally transmitted signal.

Figure 2.2 Block diagram of a basic coherent on receive system.

2.2 The Ambiguity Function

In 1953 P.M. Woodward, ten years after North first developed the matched filter,
developed a method of quantitatively categorizing the range and Doppler resolution of a
signal through an equation known as the ambiguity function [18],

+ T)el2nvtdt\ ,

I/(t v)| =
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(2.7)

where n(t) is the complex representation of the signal,

t

represents the time delay, and v

represents the Doppler frequency. Woodward’s ambiguity function, which appears to be
a modification of the Wigner quasi-probability distribution, exploits the autocorrelation

nature of matched filter processing, but is expanded to include the effects of Doppler
shift. When this function is plotted it serves as a very effective visual aid for analyzing
the properties of radar signals. An example is plotted in figure 2.3, which shows the first
two quadrants of the ambiguity function for a rectangular pulse radar signal.

Figure 2.3 Ambiguity function of a rectangular pulse radar signal. Generated from AMBFN7.m written by
Nadav Levanon and Eli Mozeson, Dept. of EE-Systems, Tel Aviv University [8, 19].

Equation 2.7 can be expanded from a single pulse to an arbitrary number of

regularly repeating pulses using the following relationship [8, 20, 21],
9

IZwt(t,v)| = |/t(t,v)|

sin(AZ7rvTr) I
N sinfjivTy') I'

(2-8)

In the above equation I/ntCl v)l is defined as the periodic ambiguity function, |/t(t,v)I
is the ambiguity function of a single period, N is the number of periods, and Tr is the
pulse repetition period. Equation 2.8 shows how the Doppler resolution of a radar signal

is affected by the periodicity, but it also shows the range resolution, the zero Doppler

slice of the ambiguity function, of the signal is not affected by the inclusion of additional

pulses.
This tool for the characterization of radar pulses allows this investigation to be
expanded from simple rectangle pulse radar signals to more complicated ones. While

many different types of radar signals have been developed over the years, this thesis will
only look at frequency modulated signals.

2.3 Frequency Modulation
The range resolution of a radar signal processed using a matched filter is

proportional to the signal bandwidth [8], e. g. the shorter a transform limited pulsed radar
signal the more bandwidth it has.

But short pulsed radar systems have a major

disadvantage, signal strength. Signal strength is directly proportional to pulse duration
for a constant peak power, resulting in an increase in signal to noise ratio (SNR) with
decreasing pulsewidth. A method of adding bandwidth to a signal, other than reducing

the temporal pulse duration, is through frequency modulation.
As discussed in the introduction the main focus of this thesis is linear frequency

modulation (LFM) signals, but for completeness three of the most popular frequency

modulated signals; Costas frequency coding, linear frequency modulation (LFM), and

nonlinear frequency modulation are briefly discussed.
10

2.3.1 Costas Frequency Coding

Costas frequency coded signals are based on the use of discrete frequency bins

which have a predetermined order in time. The two defining characteristic that separates

Costas frequency coding from others is that the arrangement of these frequency bins is

not a smoothly varying function in time, and none of the bins are utilized twice in the
same pulse [8, 22, 23]. A very effective way of visualizing the arrangement of these
frequency bins is through the use of a binary matrix as shown in figure 2.4.
Binary Costas Matrix
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

__________ __________ __________ __________
Time Bins

Figure 2.4 6x6 Binary Costas Matrix.

The complex envelope of a Costas signal can be represented by the function,
u(t) = ^=Zm=ium[t - (m - 1)T] ,

(2.9)

where,
0 <t <T
elsewhere '

V-m
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(2-10)

In Equation UN represents the number of frequency bins, M the number of time bins,
and fm is the frequency associated with the m‘h time bin. This analytic expression allows
the use of the ambiguity function, as seen in Figure 2.5, to demonstrate the range and

Doppler ambiguity of a Costas coded signal.
Costas, 7 elements

Figure 2.5 Ambiguity function of a Costas coded radar signal. Generated from AMBFN7.m written by
Nadav Levanon and Eli Mozeson, Dept. of EE-Systems, Tel Aviv University [8,19].

Figure 2.5 shows that this method greatly increases both the range and Doppler
resolution over the simple square pulse. But, this type of frequency modulation is

difficult to implement not only compared to simple pulsed radar but also in comparison to
the other two forms of modulation that are going to be discussed. It is also interesting to

note that while Figure 2.5 was generated by numerically evaluating the ambiguity
function in his work Costas was able to derive a closed form solution of the ambiguity

12

function which has enabled people to find many interesting trends that are not as clear

from the numerical solutions [8, 22].

2.3.2 Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM)

Linear frequency modulation (LFM) is possibly the simplest form of frequency
modulation to both understand and implement as a radar signal. Unlike Costas frequency
coding LFM radar signals use a continues linear frequency chirp,
s(t) = cos (2-rrft +

(2-11)

Equation 2.11 shows the most basic form of a linear frequency chirp where the chirp
coefficient (fl) is defined as,
=

(2.12)

where B is the modulation bandwidth of the chirp and T is the pulse duration. From the
definition of instantaneous frequency,

1
2tt dt ’

(2.13)

It is easy to see that,

(2.14)
which results in a linear frequency shift in time.
s(t) = cos(27if+0.5pt2)

(a)

Figure 2.6 (a) LFM chirp with f= 10 Hz, B = 50 Hz, and 7= Is, (b) Frequency spectrum of (a).
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By rewriting the LFM signal in terms of its complex envelope,

(2.15)

u(t) = ei(2’r/£+^t2),

it can now be evaluated by the ambiguity function. The ambiguity function for a LFM

signal shows significant narrowing of the central lobe as compared to simple pulse
similar to (but not as much as) the Costas signal, but unlike the Costas it has a ambiguity

ridge which slices through the first and third quadrants of the ambiguity function. This
ambiguity band causes objects with different velocities to appear to be offset from their

actual locations, but because of the fact that this phenomena is very predictable it can
generally be corrected in post-processing utilizing the relationship:

Tshift =

[8].

Figure 2.7 Ambiguity function of a LFM radar signal. Generated from AMBFN7.m written by Nadav
Levanon and Eli Mozeson, Dept. of EE-Systems, Tel Aviv University [8,19].
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2.3.3 Nonlinear Frequency Modulation

Nonlinear frequency modulated pulses can take any number of forms, by
definition they are simply any signal possessing a phase function which is not a simple

quadratic, as in the case of LFM. These types of signals can be tailor made to generate
any type of ambiguity desired by using the inverse of the relationship shown in Equation
2.13.

While this is not a mathematically challenging task, it can be extremely

challenging to implement in a real world system.

Moreover nonlinear frequency

modulated signals have less Rayleigh time resolution that those of LFM signals, as well

as larger Doppler intolerances as compared to LFM signals. One reason radar systems

engineers would choose to implement a nonlinear frequency modulated system is because

the signal can be more easily matched filtered than weighted LFM signals [24].
It is also important to note that in many real world systems achieving true linear
frequency modulation is not always possible. By use of the ambiguity function these

waveforms can be modeled, and their behavior (e.g. range resolution, contrast, ghosting,
and Doppler resolution) can be predicted.
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CHAPTER 3
SPARSE FREQUENCY LFM LADAR SIGNALS

Now that the basics of radar signal processing have been laid out it is time to
focus on the main point of this thesis, sparse frequency LFM ladar signals. While radar

and ladar signals have more properties in common than not, the differences that do exist

are important enough that they need to be addressed. The biggest technological challenge
and the biggest advantage of ladar signals, ironically enough, come from the same

property, the extremely high frequency of optical fields. The much higher frequency of
these optical fields compared to radio frequencies allows for the generation of much
larger bandwidth signals while at the same time making it nearly impossible for the direct

detection of the electric field (at least with current technology).
While it is not possible to directly measure the electric field of a ladar signal,
several methods have been developed to indirectly measure the field such as heterodyne
mixing [25, 26], and the use of quadrature detection to detect both the in-phase and
quadrature (I/Q) components of the signal which allows for the complex field to be

inferred [27, 28], These methods have been very successful in recent times in bridging
the detection gap between ladar and radar systems, allowing ladar signals to be more

generally viewed as a branch of radar not a separate science. But, as discussed in the
Radar Handbook, there are still other issues with ladar that need to be addressed such a

attenuation due to atmospheric propagation and other weather effects as well as quantum
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effects in detectors (e.g. shot noise) [29]. While there are many groups currently looking
at the effects of shot noise [30] and atmospheric effects [31, 32, 33], this thesis is not

going to focus on these issues. Instead this investigation will focus on the generation and
detection and processing of sparse frequency LFM ladar signals.

In previous publications [9, 34] the initial mathematical modeling of sparse

frequency LFM ladar signals was investigated. This chapter begins by describing the

basic transmit and receive set up for such a signal, followed by the derivation of the
analytical model describing the properties of a dual chirp sparse frequency LFM signals

from the literature [9], As well as developing the numerical model which allowed for

extraction of information such as the peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSLR), and the range
resolution (8R) of the dual chirp sparse frequency LFM signal which has been previously
published [9].

Then the model will be expanded to signals with multiple (N)

superimposed chirps in the same manner as in the dual chirp sparse frequency LFM

signals [34]. Finally a comprehensive closed form analytic solution for the ambiguity

function of an arbitrary number of superimposed LFM chirps with arbitrary difference
frequencies is presented.
3.1 Generation and Detection

As was briefly addressed in the introduction, there are several ways of producing

a chirp. These methods fall into two main categories: intra-cavity modulation and extra

cavity modulation. As in any engineering endeavor it is always simpler to work with
known and available components, so it was decided to only consider external modulation
methods since this will allow us to work with commercially available telecommunication

(1550nm) lasers and components.

The two extra-cavity modulation techniques that
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where considered are electro-optic modulators (EOM) and acousto-optic modulators

(AOM).
EOM’s directly modulate that phase of an optical signal according to [25],

(3.1)

where nxis the materials index of refraction, r is the electro-optic coefficient, L is the
length of the electrodes, V is the applied voltage, and d is the spacing between the

electrodes. Since frequency is the time-derivative of phase (equation 2.13) it is simple to

see how a LFM chirp can be produced from such a device obeying equation 3.1. What is
not clear from equation 3.1 is the voltage that is necessary to produce a desired chirp. In

order to get a better understanding of the voltage requirements of an EOM it is helpful to
look at the voltage required to shift the phase by n,

V„ = 4--n n^r L

(3.2)
7

For typical electro-optic (EO) materials, such as lithium niobate, VK can be on the
order of several volts [25], which would mean that extremely high voltages would be
required to produce a significant LFM chirps. Although bulk EOMs are not practical it is

worth considering waveguide EOMs with long interaction lengths, however there are

bandwidth limitations due to phase delays. These may be practical because d can be
made small, on the order of 1/im. AOM’s on the other hand allow for direct modulation
of the laser frequency through slight variations in the drive frequency of the acoustic
wave, which results in variations in the frequency of the first diffracted order [26]. This

allows for larger modulations without the need for huge voltages and has the added
advantage of introducing a frequency bias (/0) which is needed for heterodyne detection.
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For this reason it was decided to use an AOM for both the theoretical modeling as well as

the experimentation.
Two offset locked laser sources coupled into an AOM through a fiber optic
coupler generate the sparse frequency LFM signal. This will assure that the modulation

(including modulation noise) is identical on each laser line. For the sake of modeling it is
assumed that the return signal is mixed with an unchirped local oscillator on an I/Q

detector (this is similar but not identical to the setup used in the actual experimentation

which will be discussed in the next chapter). The output of the detector is digitized and
analyzed using matched filtered processing. This is the same setup that was assumed in
“Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signals” [9] as shown in figure 3.1. In the following

section an analytical and numerical model will be developed to describe this type of

signal as well as an analytical and numerical model describing the effects of going from
two superimposed chirps to N superimposed chirps.

Target
Laser
Laser

Figure 3.1 Dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal generation, detection and processing [9].

3.2 Dual Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signal Modeling
3.2.1 Complex Envelope

A continuous bandwidth LFM chirp generated from an AOM can be represented
by the equation (for a single period of time T),

£(t)|J = Ae‘^f+Mt+^ + c.c.,
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(3.3)

where f represents the fundamental frequency of the chirped waveform, f0 is the
frequency bias from the AOM, A is the complex amplitude of the field, and /? represents

the chirp coefficient which is related to the modulation bandwidth (B) and the period (?)
by the following relationship,
P =

(3-4)

•

Since the superposition of electric fields is a linear process a dual chirp sparse frequency
LFM ladar signal can be written as,

F(t)i; =

+ ^2ei(w+/[,+<'nt+^t2) + cc>

(3 5)

where df is the difference frequency between the two offset locked lasers. Since the
signal generated from a photodiode is a current proportional to the modulus squared of

the complex part of equation 3.5 the signal from the detector can represented as the
modulus squared of the total field including the local oscillator,

s(t)lS = |A1ei(2’r(/+/o)t+^t2) +

+ A^e^ff.

(3.6)

In Equation 3.6 AiOel27r^t represents the complex field of the unchirped local oscillator
which is incident on the detector. By assuming that the complex amplitudes of the two

chirps are approximately equal to each other (A± ~ A2 = A) and much less then the

amplitude of the local oscillator we can simplify equation 3.6 to,

s(t) 15 « Ilo + [AA^A2^^2) + AAL0'A2’l(f‘’+df)t+l,lt2) + c. c.].

(3.7)

And finally through the use of the I/Q detection assembly the complex envelope of the

signal can be represented as,

u(01o “ AALo

+
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ei(27r(/o + d/)t+!/?t2)j

(3-8)

Figure 3.2 shows the normalized power spectral density (PSD) of such a function with a
difference frequency greater than the modulation bandwidth showing how the
superposition of two LFM chirp can result in segmented bandwidth.

Figure 3.2 Normalized power spectral density (PSD) of equation 3.8 where f0 = 750MHz, B =
100MHz, and df = 125MHz.

3.2.2 Analytical Model of Signal Ambiguity

Now that there is a closed form expression for the complex envelop of a sparse
frequency LFM ladar signal (equation 3.8) the ambiguity function (|x(t,v)| ) described

in chapter 2 can be utilized. In both the modeling and the experiment stationary targets
are assumed (e.g. v = 0) therefore the models only need to be concerned with the

temporal (range) ambiguity. Because of this equation 2.7 reduces too,
I/(l0)| = |J'_c°oou(t)u*(t + T)dt| ,
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(3.9)

which is simply the absolute value of the autocorrelation of the complex envelope. As

was previously shown [9] the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [35] can be used to derive a
closed form analytic solution for |x(t, 0)| by taking the Fourier transform of the power
spectral density (PSD) of u(t). Also since the Doppler effects are not considered here, it
is only necessary to calculate |/(t, 0) | for a single period since in equation 2.8,
I sinC/VTrvTr)

lirmv~*° Insin(7rvTr)l = 1.

(3.10)

l/rtol = IZotWI = l/tol-

(3.11)

therefore,

For a periodic function the power spectral density is defined as,

psd

=

(3.12)

where U(/) represents the Fourier transform of u(t). The exact solution of U(/) can be

found by completing the square in the exponential of the Fourier integral and assuming
the signal is periodic [9] as shown,

.277 2
FTO)2

N

+ fee *

r"

*
fJfa+df-f)

T-jCf-fo')

.71 2
el2u du

el2udu\.

(3.13)

The exact solution of equation 3.13 can only be solved numerically using Fresnel

integrals, a simpler example can be seen in Fourier Optics by Goodman [36].

Unfortunately a numerical solution does not help in deriving an analytical solution, but

the solutions to the Fresnel integrals can be approximated as rectangle functions [9] and
rewritten as,
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'W",2rect(AL+~)

U(n « MoJ

\

/?

(3-14)

B

Now with an analytic expression for U(/) the PSD can be calculated,

psD^n

IxILO

ff-^o+df+^y
rect —-—— + rect —--------- —

+ (2cos(^/-^(2/0 + #))

rect( B-dr

if df < B

(315)

0, if df > B
Lastly Fourier transforming equation 3.15 will result in the autocorrelation of equation

3.8 and thus the temporal ambiguity function.

Iz(l 0) | = I X IL0 sinc(Fr)e l27r(/o+2)T(i + e l2ndfT^ +
.2n2df,

-(d/+2/o)T

B-df

fsinc((F-d/)r)e l2n(fo+ 2 )\ if df < B
I
0, if df > B

q
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As has been previously described in detail [9] equation 3.16 shows a central peak

at

t

= 0 as would be expected from the LFM ambiguity function plotted in figure 2.7.

Similarly the symmetric delta function, resultant from the Fourier transforms of the

cosine function, when convolved with the sinc function result in additional fixed
ambiguity peaks as t = + Txdf The term in front of the delta functions B

also shows

that the amplitude of the symmetric ambiguity peaks decrease linearly with difference
frequency (df). These ambiguity peaks can cause ghosting, which will result in phantom
targets within the range bin under the symmetric sinc functions.
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While the issue of

potential ghosting is embedded in equation 3.16 there is very promising information

hidden within the phase term (l + e~l2ndfT^.
This phase term appears as a result of the superposition of the two waveforms and
results in a narrowing of the central peak as the difference frequency is increased. This is

a result of increasing the effective bandwidth (Be/f) due to the increasing separation of the
two laser lines approximating the relationship,

Beff = B + df.

(3.17)

This proves the hypothesis that the range resolution of a LFM ladar signal can be

increased through the use of segmented bandwidth.

These gains in effective bandwidth

do not come without a price, as the phase term above narrows the central peak of the
autocorrelation the energy is pushed into the side lobes in the same manner seen in sparse
aperture research where the sidelobes of the point spread function (PSF) increase as the
distance between the apertures are increased.
3.2.3 Numerical Model of Signal Ambiguity

The results of the analytical model imply that a sweet spot might exist where the

range resolution is maximized and peak to sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is minimized with
respect to each other. To find the ideal difference frequency a numerical model was
constructed that performs the autocorrelation of equation 3.8.

The output of the

autocorrelation is then normalized and converted to decibels to generate a numerical

array representation of equation 3.16 (see Appendix A for the MatLab code). When the
numerical and analytical models are compared to each other they agree (at the center

lobe) with each other to within less than one percent, and outside of the central lobe

region the agreement is also quite good. Figure 3.2 shows an example (originally shown
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in “Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signals” [9]) of the numerical and analytical functions

plotted on top of each other with a time-bandwidth product of 100 and a difference
frequency of 50MHz.

Figure 3.3 Comparison of numeric and analytic representation of the ambiguity function [9]. (a) Full range,
(b) Left peak, (c) Center peak, (d) Right peak.

3.2.3.1 Range Resolution and PSLR

Now that a numerical model for the time delay ambiguity of a sparse frequency
LFM chirp has been developed it can be used to calculate the range resolution (8R) of the
signal as well as the peak to side lobe ratio (PSLR). To calculate the range resolution the
algorithm used the following relationship,
=

(3.18)

where St represents the time delay ambiguity which is measured at the full width half
max (FWHM) measured from the -3dB point of the central lobe of the normalized

autocorrelation. The PSLR was calculated by recording the height of the maximum side
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lobe since the maximum value of the normalized autocorrelation is zero.

Next an

algorithm was written that calculates the range resolution and PSLR as it steps through
1MHz difference frequency intervals. These results where then plotted next to a chirp
with a modulator bandwidth equal to effective bandwidth of the sparse frequency chirp.

One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth
0,--------------------------------------------5
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200
250
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300

Figure 3.4 (a) PSLR of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (b) PSLR of standard LFM chirp signal, (c)
Range resolution of the sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (d) Range resolution of a standard LFM
chirp signal [9],

These results, which were originally shown in Ref. [9], show that the effective

bandwidth of the sparse frequency LFM signal is approximately the same as that of a
signal with a larger modulation bandwidth.

The PSLR on the other hand varies

appreciably from that of a signal continuous chirp but at df = B both the PSLR and 6R

are approximately equal to that of a chirp with twice the modulation bandwidth. This

means that a sparse frequency LFM chirp utilizing the superposition of two laser lines
separated by a difference frequency equal to the modulation bandwidth will produce
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approximately the same range resolution and PSLR as that of a single LFM chirp with
twice the modulation bandwidth.

3.2.3.2 Autocorrelation as a function of difference frequency
The previous section examined the range resolution and the PSLR, but they are
not the only considerations when deciding what difference frequency to use.

The

Txdf

ambiguity peaks located at t = +----- can result in ghosts in the range resolution so it is
extremely important to be able to visualize the how these peaks change as a function of

difference frequency. For this reason a waterfall plot of the autocorrelation function as a
function of difference frequency was built up, as with the results of the previous section

this method was originally shown in Ref. [9].
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Figure 3.5 Autocorrelation function (dB) plotted verses difference frequency [9].

Figure 3.5 does not do a good job of showing the narrowing of the central peak, or
the raising of the sidelobes, but what it does show is the location of the ambiguity peaks
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(ghosts) resultant from the interference in the frequency domain due to the superposition
of the two chirps. Figure 3.5 shows that as predicted from equation 3.16 the ghosts move
farther from the origin as the difference frequency is increased, eventually disappearing

after df = B.
3.2.4 Selected Ambiguity Functions

Even though this thesis is primarily concerned with stationary targets, for
completeness, it is necessary to look at the full ambiguity function (|/(t, v)|) of equation

3.8. This section looks at how the ambiguity function acts at four difference frequencies,

df = 0,df — F/2, df = B,df = 3B/2, and df = 2B. To calculate ambiguity function
an algorithm created by Dr. Bradley Duncan [37] for numerically calculating the
ambiguity of a traditional LFM chirp which was modified for this specific application

(see appendix A for the MatLab code).
Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 100, and df = 0)
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Figure 3.6 Ambiguity function with df = 0.
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As seen in figure 3.5 when df = 0 (the modulation bandwidth is equal to the

effective bandwidth) the ambiguity function of the signal is exactly the same as that of a
single LFM chirp. This result makes perfect intuitive sense since when df = 0 equation
3.8 reduces to twice equation 2.15, but as soon as df #= 0 this is no longer the case.

From the previously derived Doppler independent ambiguity function (equation 3.16)

calculated in the previous chapter it can be easily inferred that the symmetric ambiguity
peaks resultant from the symmetric delta function in equation 3.16 would add additional
ambiguity ridges in the full ambiguity function. While this is true it is not the only major

change to the resultant ambiguity function as shown below.
Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B ffT = 150, and df = B/2)
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Figure 3.7 Ambiguity function with df =

From figure 3.7 it can clearly be seen that in addition to the two additional ridges

there is also a modulation on the ridges. In order to understand where this modulation

comes from it helps to look at the analytic representation of the ambiguity function for a
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sparse frequency LFM ladar pulse.

(It is important to remember that the ambiguity

function of a pulse train, e.g. LFM-CW, is equal to that of a single pulse multiplied
by

I sin NnvTr I
IN sin 7tvTV

1

.) By setting the amplitude in equation 3.8 equal to -j= (in order to match

the formalisms used in Radar Signals [8]) the ambiguity function is,

|z(r,v)| = |/_” ^rectQ)(ei(2^t4^2) + e^fo+dnt+^
-J—rectf+ T1 /'e->(2jr/0(t+T)+^(t+T)2) ,
V2f
V T J\
e-i^27r(/0+d/')(t+T)+|^(t+T)2^ gi27rvt^^-|

q

The current form of equation 3.19 does not give any new information but it can be
rearranged into a manner that will provide some insight into the modulation seen in figure
3.7.

In order to simplify equation 3.19 the ambiguity function of a simple rectangular

pulse signal [38],
ZiO, v) = i J2L rect (?) rect (T) ei2mtdt
= (i - 7)sinc (Tv 0 - 7))e""T-

(3-20)

can be used in conjunction with the shifting property of ambiguity functions [8] which is
similar to that of Fourier transforms. Using the shifting property equation 3.19 can be

rewritten as a superposition of shifted ambiguity functions,

Iz(t, v)I = I |zi (t,V - £t) + Xi (T-v “

T) e-i2’tdfT + Xi f,v -

+Zi('r.v-^T-d/')e_l2’r‘i/I|.

t

+ d/j
(3.21)

From equation 3.21 it is clear that the ambiguity function consists of a superposition of

four parts. The first term is the standard ambiguity function for a chirped waveform,
second is the ambiguity function for a chirped waveform with additional phase, and the
final two terms represent the two side bands one with additional modulation, and one
30

without. These phase terms result in the modulation seen in figure 3.7. When viewed

zoomed in, it is clear that the maxima of the central ridge of Figure 3.7 occur at N/
df intervals along the t/T axis. This zoomed in view is shown in Figure 3.8. These
should appear at integer multiples of 0.02 since T is assumed to be unity in the algorithm

utilized to generate the plots.
Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B ffT = 150, and df = B/2)
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Figure 3.8 Ambiguity function (df =

showing the maxima of the ambiguity function located at 0,
0.02, and 0.04.

Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the ambiguity functions for df = B, df =

3B/2,and df = 2B, which illustrate the same form of modulation and shift in the side

ridges as predicted in equation 3.21.
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Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B

T = 200, and df = B)
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Figure 3.9 Ambiguity function with df = B.
Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B ffT = 250, and df = (3B)/2)
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Figure 3.10 Ambiguity function with df =
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Note that when df > B the ambiguity peaks disappear from the autocorrelation
(see Figure 3.5). Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show, however, that even though the ambiguity
peaks no longer exist in the autocorrelation once the difference frequency is greater than
the modulation bandwidth, they still play a role in the overall ambiguity function. Figure

3.11 shows that it is not until the two LFM chirps are separated by more twice the

modulation bandwidth that additional ambiguity ridges no longer in the ambiguity
function.

Figure 3.11 Ambiguity function with df = 2B.

3.3 Multiple Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signals Modeling
3.3.1 Complex Envelope
While the main focus of the experimental portion of this thesis is the investigation

of dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signals, this section mathematically
investigates higher order sparse frequency ladar signals as in Ref. [34], This section will
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look at the results of modeling for the superposition of three, four, five, and six LFM

chirps. This section will also show the ambiguity function of each where the difference
frequency equals the modulation bandwidth. It is assumed that the signals will have the

same basic form as the signals in the previous section with one notable exception, the
definition of difference frequency. No longer is the use of the simple definition of
difference frequency as the separation between the laser lines valid. Since there are more

than two lines in the waveform the definition of difference frequency was redefined as
the frequency difference between each nearest neighbor resulting in the following form of
the complex envelope,
u(t)|J =

AAlo^=1e‘(2,r(fo+(n~1)‘tf)t+^tZ \

(3.22)

where N represents the total number of superimposed chirps. Once again it is assumed
that each laser has the same amplitude which is much less that the local oscillator.

Figure 3.12 Normalized power spectral density (PSD) of equation 3.11 where f0 = 750MHz, B =
100MHz,df = 150MHz, and N = 3.
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3.3.2 Numerical Model of Signal Ambiguity
Due to the complex nature of the autocorrelation of multiple chirp sparse

frequency LFM ladar signals, no qualitative insight is gained by deriving an analytic

expression for each signal. Instead as in Ref [34], now that a numerical model has
already been established from the dual chirp case it can be extended to calculate the

autocorrelation for each set of superimposed chirps. With the difference frequency array
in the algorithm from df = [0 ... B ...2B] with a 1MHz step size, the same basic
algorithm can be used to model equation 3.21 (See appendix A for the MatLab code).

With this new definition of the complex envelope of a sparse frequency LFM ladar signal
(equation 3.22) it is also necessary for the effective bandwidth (£e/y) to be redefined as,

Beff = B + (/V - l)d/.

(3.23)

3.3.2.1 Range Resolution and PSLR
As described in the section 3.2.3.1 the relationship in equation 3.18 is used to
calculate the range resolution of the multiple chirp sparse frequency LFM signals as well
as calculate the PSLR by again recording the height of the maximum side lobe in the

normalized autocorrelation. The algorithm will also calculate the range resolution and
PSLR as it steps through 1MHz difference frequency intervals and plot the results next to

range resolution and PSLR of a chirp with a modulator bandwidth equal to effective
bandwidth of the sparse frequency chirp.
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One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of a superposition of three 100MHz LFM chirps to one continuous LFM chirp: (a)
PSLR of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (b) PSLR of continuous LFM chirp signal, (c) Range
resolution of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (d) Range resolution of continuous LFM chirp signal
[34],

Figure 3.13 shows the range resolution and PSLR for three superimposed LFM
chirps; which shows that when the difference frequency is approximately equal to the

modulation bandwidth the range resolution is three times that of a single LFM chirp with

the same modulation bandwidth.

Figure 3.13 follows the form as figure 3.4 (two

superimposed LFM chirps) with one notable difference, the rapid fluctuations in PSLR
when df is less than the modulation bandwidth. This is due to the inclusion of additional

symmetric sine functions in the autocorrelation which will be examined further in section

3.3.2.2. The next three figures show the same pattern for the superposition of four, five
and six LFM chirps. This implies that this method can theoretically be expanded to N
LFM chirps, limited only by the ability to produce stable offset locked laser lines. Since
utilizing N separate offset locked lasers may pose significant cost, form factor, and
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weight issues a new method for producing the lines may need to be investigated before

these results could be experimentally varied.
One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of a superposition of four 100MHz LFM chirps to one continuous LFM chirp: (a)
PSLR of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (b) PSLR of continuous LFM chirp signal, (c) Range
resolution of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (d) Range resolution of continuous LFM chirp signal
[34].

Figure 3.14 shows that when the difference frequency is equal to the modulation

bandwidth the range resolution is approximately equal to that of a signal with four times

the modulation bandwidth. This trend is continued in the next two plots which show that
the superposition of five and six LFM chirps can resolve approximately the same range as
that of a signal with five or six times the modulation bandwidth respectively.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of a superposition of five 100MHz LFM chirps to one continuous LFM chirp: (a)
PSLR of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (b) PSLR of continuous LFM chirp signal, (c) Range
resolution of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (d) Range resolution of continuous LFM chirp signal
[34].
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Figure 3.16 Comparison of a superposition of six 100MHz LFM chirps to one continuous LFM chirp: (a)
PSLR of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (b) PSLR of continuous LFM chirp signal, (c) Range
resolution of sparse frequency LFM chirped signal, (d) Range resolution of continuous LFM chirp signal
[34],
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3.3.2.2 Autocorrelation as a function of difference frequency
As in section 3.2.3.2 this section will show how the autocorrelation of the signal

changes, mainly the ambiguity peaks resulting from the symmetric sine functions on
either side of the central peak. Recall that these peaks came from equation 3.15 which

showed that for two superimposed chirps a cosine modulation occurred in the frequency
domain from the interference between the two chirps overlapping in frequency. This
effect also takes place when multiple chirps are superimposed with a new tone introduced

for each new over lapping chirp. Just as the single tone cosine in equation 3.15 resulted

in two symmetric delta functions convolved with a sine function, each time a new tone is
introduced it results in a new set of symmetric delta function which result in additional

symmetric sine functions in the autocorrelation. Figure 3.17 provides a visualization of
the two tones in the Fourier domain for a three chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal.

Figure 3.17 Normalized power spectral density of a sparse frequency LFM ladar signal where f0 =
730MHz, B = 100MHz, and df = 28MHz.
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To visually show how the autocorrelation is affected by difference frequency, as
in section 3.2.3.2, a waterfall plot of the autocorrelation function as a function of
difference frequency was built up for the superposition of three, four, five, and six LFM

chirps. This method was originally shown in Ref. [9] and these specific signals where
first analyzed in Ref. [34].
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Figure 3.18 Autocorrelation function (dB) plotted versus difference frequency of three 100MHz LFM
chirps [34],

Figure 3.18 appears to be the same as figure 3.5 with the addition of one more set

of symmetric sine functions which go to zero at df = SOM Hz, which is the point in
which all three chirps are no longer overlapping. It is important to note that there are no

nulls along either the central peak at t/T = 0 nor are there nulls along the symmetric sine
functions. What appear to be nulls is an artifact of the way the plots were created in

MatLab. The next four figures show the waterfall autocorrelation plots for four, five and

six superimposed chirps. These plots show the same progression as in figures 3.5 and
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3.17 with the addition of a new set of symmetric since functions for each additional chirp

df (MHz)

disappearing when the chirps are no longer completely overlapped.

Figure 3.19 Autocorrelation function (dB) plotted versus difference frequency of four 100MHz LFM
chirps [34].
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Figure 3.21 Autocorrelation function (dB) plotted versus difference frequency of six 100MHz LFM chirps
[34],
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Just as in figure 3.18, figures 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 have what appear to be nulls but

they are again due to issues with how the figures were generated in MatLab.

The

increasing number of symmetric sine functions explains the increase in PSLR variations

shown in the previous section. Also it is important to note that since none of the new

symmetric sine functions appear past df = B that they do not pose a major issue as long
as the signal is utilized above df = B.

3.3.3 Selected Ambiguity Functions

Finally this section will look at the ambiguity function of the multiple chirp sparse
frequency LFM ladar signals that have been examined in the previous sections. The
ambiguity function was calculated for each signal with the difference frequency equal to

the modulation bandwidth. Only the first two quadrants of the ambiguity function have

been plotted since the bottom two quadrants are a mirror image of the top two quadrants.
The ambiguity function was also plotted for each signal zoomed in on the main ridge to

show how the modulation changes as more and more chirps are added. As seen in figures
3.22 and 3.23 below.
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Three Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 300, and df = B)
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Figure 3.22 Ambiguity function of three chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B.
Three Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B

T = 300, and df = B)

Figure 3.23 Ambiguity function of three chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B zoomed in to see
the maxima at - = — = 0.0In.
T
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df

It is clear that the modulation peaks running along the central ridge of the
ambiguity function are significantly narrower than in figure 3.8. This is because just as

in the dual chirp case the ambiguity function can be represented as a superposition of
ambiguity functions where each time a new chirp is added it adds more phase, and
therefore adding another modulation tone onto the overall ambiguity function. Just as a

mode locked laser exhibits pulse compression from the superposition of multiple cavity

modes [39, 40] the same effect is narrowing the modulation peaks along the central ridge.
It is also important to note that just as in the plot of the dual chirp ambiguity function the

maxima of the modulation occurs at integer multiples of l/cZ/\
Figures 3.24 and 3.25 are plots of the ambiguity function of a four chirp signal,

figures 3.26 and 3.27 show the ambiguity function for a five chirp signal and figures 3.28
and 3.29 for six chirps. As in the previous figures the modulation bandwidth of all of the
signals is 100, the period is 1 and the difference frequency is equal to the bandwidth (note

that the algorithm used to calculate ambiguity functions uses unitless values).
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Four Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 400, and df = B)
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Figure 3.24 Ambiguity function of four chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B.
Four Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B

T = 400, and df = B)

Figure 3.25 Ambiguity function of four chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df — B zoomed in to see
the maxima at - — — — 0.0 In.
T
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df

Five Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 500, and df= B)
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Figure 3.26 Ambiguity function of five chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B.
Five Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 500, and df = B)
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Figure 3.27 Ambiguity function of five chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B zoomed in to see
the maxima at - = — = 0.0In.
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Six Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, B ffT = 600, and df = B)

Figure 3.28 Ambiguity function of six chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B.
Six Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 100, BgffT = 600, and df = B)
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Figure 3.29 Ambiguity function of six chirp sparse frequency LFM signal with df = B zoomed in to see
T
71
the maxima at - = — = 0.0In.
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3.3.3.1 Derivation of closed form analytic solution of ambiguity function

A closed form analytic result for the ambiguity function of the superposition of an
arbitrary number of LFM chirps with arbitrary difference frequencies can be derived

through the same shifting property that was used to calculate the ambiguity function in
equation 3.21 [38]. By writing out the full ambiguity function and setting the amplitude

equal to

1

the ambiguity function of equation 3.22 can be written as,
rect(i)rect(^)^e<2^4^2)

Wr,v)| =

g-i(27rd/'At+T)+!/?(t+T)2 ) ei27rvt^^|

(3 24)

In equation 3.24 df^ and dfy represents an array of difference frequencies between the

lowest frequency laser line and the line being indexed, and as before N represents the
total number of chirps being superimposed into the signal. For example for the same

signal represented in equation 3.22 df^ = (f — l)d/ and df^ = « — l)d/. Two things
are important to note about the arrays dfy and dfy. The first is that they are the same

array of values; they are just indexed separately for the sake of the summation. Secondly,

the first value of the difference array must always equal zero in order to generate the first
element of the summation, but the other values are not limited to integer multiples as in
equation 3.22.

By applying the shifting property of ambiguity functions and normalizing
equation 3.24 can be simplified to,

= |i^S<W[/1(T,v-£r + d/f-d/<)e-i2^]|!

where

(3.25)

is defined the same as in equation 3.20 which represents the ambiguity function

of an unmodulated square pulse. A similar equation to equation 3.20 was derived in
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Radar Signals [8] where l/J was calculated.

Equation 3.25 allows for all of the

information in this chapter to be represented by a single powerful equation that can be
used to check the ambiguity an arbitrary amount of superimposed LFM chirps with
arbitrary separations. Examples of ambiguity functions generated from equation 3.25 as
well as a MatLab code for generating them is presented in appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

VERIFICATION OF THE DUAL CHIRP SPARSE FREQUENCY

MODEL
After seeing the potential to increase the range resolution of a LFM ladar signal

by superimposing two LFM chirps with the same modulation, an experiment was
designed to verify the results of the modeling. This chapter will explain the experimental

set up used verify the dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal modeling from the
previous chapter. After a detailed description of the set up it will then explain the digital

processing that was used to filter the signal and extract the range resolution and PSLR
information. Finally this chapter will provide experimental results to verify the results of

figure 3.4.
4.1 Experimental Setup

The entire experiment in fiber optics since it would eliminate the need to use high
power laser sources and large free space optics, such as a telescope, that require precise
alignment. It is important to note that standard single mode fiber causes polarization

scrambling [25, 26] which can cause problems with the heterodyning process since only
parallel polarizations will fully interfere with each other. For this reason the use of

polarization maintaining (PM) fiber is a system requirement. PM fibers utilizes areas of
high stress (stress rods) at specific locations alongside the fiber core to induce anisotropy

in

the

refractive

index

destroying

therefore
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the

degeneracy

between

polarized modes and prevent power coupling between polarizations inside of the fiber
[25,26].

With the buildup of the telecommunications infrastructure over the past 15 years,
fiber optic components are readily available at 1550nm. For this reason it was decided to
find a laser source that could meet the needs of the signal at this wavelength.

To

accomplish this Innovative Photonic Solutions (IPS) in Monmouth Junction, NJ
developed a highly stable diode laser (HSDL) system for the experiment. The HSDL

system consists of two extra-cavity diode lasers that are isolated in individual microKelvin ovens so that they can be frequency locked to each other. The individual lasers

have independent battery operated current supplies which allow for both extremely stable
operation and independent fine frequency tuning. By using the fine frequency adjust

(current) and coarse frequency adjust (thermal) the difference frequency between the two
laser lines can be controlled to less than one megahertz and can continually tune over
several gigahertz. For coupling purposes IPS provided internal optical isolators on each

laser line and FC-APC connectors so the system could be easily plugged into a fiber optic

setup with minimal losses.
Once the laser source was specified, the next decision that needed to be made was

how to produce the linear frequency modulation. As was mentioned in the previous
chapter the best way to achieve the large linear modulation was to use an acousto-optic

modulator (AOM), since it requires the least voltage to achieve the necessary frequency
shifts as well as the fact that it adds a frequency bias (/0) to the signal which allows for

heterodyning.

For this reason it was decided to use a fiber pigtailed acousto-optic

frequency shifter from Brimrose Corporation of America in Baltimore, MD. The AOM
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is powered by a variable frequency driver, also provide by Brimrose which provides a
linear frequency shift from 730MHz at approximately 0.5V to 850MHz at approximately

10V with a slew rate of one microsecond [41]. Due to the fact that the AOM is fiber

coupled there is an unavoidable 3dB intensity roll off at the outer limits of the frequency

range. This is due to the fact that the beam has to physically walk across the face of the
fiber on the output of the modulator and at the far edges of the frequency spread the beam
is no longer fully contained within the numerical aperture of the fiber.

The final consideration was the detection of the signal. Fiber coupled high-speed
photodetectors (no. SIR5-FC) from ThorLabs were used. The SIR5-FC detector has a
detection bandwidth of approximately 6.5GHz [42] which will insure that the full
heterodyned signal bandwidth (approximately 1GHz) will be easily detected. This also

gives the freedom to scale up to more complicated signals in the future. The output of the
detector is coupled to an Acqiris DC252 two channel digitizer, with a sampling rate of

4GS/s in dual channel operation and 8 GS/s in single channel operation [43]. This allows
for the signal to be digitally recorded and filtered. Unlike in the modeling in the last

chapter an I/Q detection assembly will not be used, but the signal will post processing to
digitally recreate the complex envelope of the signal.

Figure 4.1 Experimental setup for dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal generation, detection and
processing.
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Figure 4.1 shows the experimental set up. In this set up the two outputs from the

HSLD system are split by 50/50 fiber splitters. One output from each is then recombined

(homodyne) and coupled to a photodiode (PD), digitized, and then fast Fourier
transformed, which allows the difference frequency (df) to be monitored in real time.

One of the outputs from the bottom splitter (presumably the stationary laser line) is split

again so one leg can be used as the local oscillator (LO). This leaves one fiber with each

laser line propagating in it; these fibers are then coupled together and sent through the
AOM, which has a linear frequency ramp applied to it, producing the desired dual chirp
sparse frequency LFM signal. The signal is then coupled with the LO allowing for the
heterodyne mixing to occur, and then the heterodyned signal is coupled to the other PD.

Just as with the other PD the output is coupled to the digitizer. The output of the digitizer

is recorded and processed to determine the range resolution and the PSLR.

4.2 Time Bandwidth Product Considerations
While the setup was being constructed a single 1550nm laser was used in order to
check the functionality of both the setup as a whole as well as each of the individual

components. In order to accurately compare the results of the experiment with the model
that has been developed it is important to select both a pulse duration (T) and bandwidth

(B) that will generate the most linear chirp.

While the AOM has a bandwidth of

approximately 120MHz the 3dB roll off at the limits of the bandwidth will cause the
discrepancies between the theory and the experiment limiting the about of bandwidth we

can use. To determine the optimal operating conditions first a signal with a period of
20^s and a bandwidth of approximately 90MHz was measured. Not surprisingly over
such large pulse duration the frequency spectrum of the signal showed significant
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nonlinearities. As a result the pulse duration was systematically reduced which resulted

in an improvement in the linearity of the signal with the optimal pulse duration being
(this is coincidentally also the shortest pulse that our AFG could produce). But as the

pulse duration decreased an unexpected side effect occurred, a reduction in bandwidth.
This effect could only be explained if the pulse duration was approximately equal to the

slew rate, but according to the spec sheet it was four times longer than the slew rate.
Normalized Spectrum of a 20|iS LFM Chirp

Normalized Spectrum of a 4^s LFM Chirp
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Figure 4.2 Measured frequency spectrum of (a) a 20/zs LFM chip and (b) a 4/rs LFM chirp.

As a result it was decided to measure the edge response of the system by applying
a large rectangle pulse to the VF generator and taking a spectrogram of the resultant
signal. From the spectrogram it was clear that the slew rate was not 1/j.s but instead was

approximately 5/is.
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Time <s>

x 10'5

Figure 4.3 Spectrogram showing the edge response of experimental setup.

To further investigate the issue an algorithm was developed to extract the edge
response as a one dimensional array and smooth the function to allow for a continuous

derivative. The smoothed edge response and the resultant impulse response (first
derivative) are plotted in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Normalized edge response of the experimental setup which has been smoothed to allow for
a continuous first derivative, (b) Impulse response calculated by numerically taking the first derivative of
the edge response.

With the impulse response of the system, the output signal can be calculated by
convolving the input signal, which in this case is a 4/is ramp, with the impulse response
as shown in equation 2.5. The resultant output signal is plotted in figure 4.5. From this

plot we can see that the sawtooth ramp is turned into more of a triangle with a 2fis ramp
up and a 2/is ramp down. This explains why the chirp is smaller because it is only

chirping for half of the pulse duration. Figure 4.6 shows a spectrogram of the measured

output from the experiment which verifies results from figure 4.5.
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Output Signal
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Figure 4.5 Output signal calculated from convolving the impulse response with a 4/j.s ramp.

Figure 4.6 Spectrogram of measured LFM chirp produced from applying a 4^s ramp to the VF driver.
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4.3 Signal Processing
When data was first collected for a single chirp LFM ladar signal, and matched

filtered (autocorrelated) the output was extremely noisy, but still fit under an envelope

which matched well with the theoretical data as shown in figure 4.7.
Autocorrelation of Single Chirp LFM Ladar Signal
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Figure 4.7 Autocorrelation of unprocessed data from single chirp LFM ladar experiment.

Since the autocorrelation was so noisy it was clear that additional processing

would be necessary in order to extract any useful information such as range resolution
and PSLR.

Since there is not an I/Q detection assembly in the setup, but one was

assumed in the modeling, it was decided to use Hilbert transforms to digitally create the

analytic signal.

The analytic signal can be constructed using a Hilbert pair which are

defined as x(t) and x(t) where x(t) is the Hilbert transform of x(t), and the analytic
signal is defined as x(t) + ix(t) [44]. After using the Hilbert pair to construct the
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analytic signal there was a substantial improvement in the noise on the autocorrelation
but it did not completely eliminate it as shown in figure 4.8.
Autocorrelation of analytic signal constructed using the Hilbert pair
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Figure 4.8 Autocorrelation of analytic signal constructed from the data from single chirp LFM ladar
experiment.

The Hilbert pair generates a complex signal (the analytic signal) by effectively
eliminating the negative frequency content of the signal. Therefore it was decided to

digitally create a narrow band filter that would not only eliminate the negative frequency
content of the signal, but would also eliminate any frequency content outside of the

effective bandwidth of the signal (e.g. rect

\

Beff

/

After the signal is filtered in

frequency space it is then inverse Fourier transformed and autocorrelated to produce the
matched filter output. Figure 4.9 shows how the filtering process is performed in the

frequency domain.
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Figure 4.9 Visual representation of digital filter, (a) is the Fourier spectrum (positive only) of the recorded
signal, (b) shows the digital filter applied to the signal which is only passes the desired positive frequency
content, and (c) shows the output of the digital filter.
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Figure 4.10 Autocorrelation of digitally filtered signal constructed from the data from single chirp LFM
ladar experiment.
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Figure 4.10 shows the matched filter output of the digitally filtered signal, which

completely eliminates the noise on the autocorrelation, as a result of eliminating the extra
frequency content. As a result this form of filtering was chosen for all further signals.

Based on this technique an algorithm was developed for the processing and comparison
of the measured dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal with the results of a
modeled signal with the same bandwidth (B) and pulse duration (7). More information

including the MatLab code for this algorithm can be found in Appendix C.

4.4 Verification of Range Resolution and PSLR Modeling

In this section the experimental results are compared to the previously developed
numerical model.

Table 4.1 list the measured range resolution and PSLR that was

recorded using the experimental setup describe in section 4.1 coupled with the signal

processing algorithms developed in the previous section.

The data in table 4.1 was

measured using a dual chirp (/V = 2) sparse frequency LFM ladar signal with a pulse
duration of 4^s and a modulation bandwidth of 37MHz. The data from Table 4.1 has

been plotted against the results of the model developed in Chapter 2 for the range
resolution and PSLR for a 4ps pulse duration and a 37MHz bandwidth in Figure 4.11.
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Table 4.1 - Range resolution and PSLR for a sparse frequency LFM ladar signal with a modulator
bandwidth of 37MHz and a pulse duration of 4 ps.

Difference
Frequency
(MHz)

Range
Resolution

PSLR

(m)

(dB)

0.6250

3.2250

-8.2993

1.8751

3.5250

-12.2405

4.1253

3.4500

-10.5728

4.8753

3.4500

-11.4796

7.6255

3.3750

9.6256

3.2250

-11.7835
-13.8098

13.3758

3.0000

-16.5919

16.8761

2.7750

-16.6231

19.6262

2.6250

-16.6525

21.6264

2.4750

-14.6539

23.8765

2.4000

-14.1075

25.6266

2.2500

-14.2065

29.1268

2.1000

-14.1978

31.8770

2.0250

-14.9816

34.1271

1.9500

-14.3211

37.3773
40.3775

1.8000

-12.7594

1.8000

-11.7584

41.3776

1.7250

-11.0057

43.3777

1.6500

-10.1700

46.6279

1.5750

-9.1649

49.8781

1.5000

-8.2279

52.1283

1.4250

-7.6248

53.3783
57.6286
60.1288

1.4250

-7.3674

1.3500

-6.4398

1.2750

-5.8870

62.3789

-5.4957

66.3791

1.2000
1.1250

68.6293

1.1250

-4.4801

71.3795

1.0500

-4.1086
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of experimental data and modeling for the range resolution (a) and PSLR (b) for
a 4ps LFM chirp with a 37MHz bandwidth.

From figure 4.11 it is clear that the experimental data matches extremely well
with the model in all but one region. When the difference frequency between the two
chirps is less than approximately 21 MHz there is a discrepancy in the PSLR. From

Figure 3.5 it is clear to see that in this region the main contributor to the PSLR comes
from the symmetric ghost spots on either side of the central lobe. Figure 4.12 shows the
autocorrelation of the processed experimental data compared to the autocorrelation of the

LFM waveform for a difference frequency of 4.1253MHz. As it turns out the ghost spots
are not just lower than expected they are also a factor of two closer to the central lobe
than the model predicted.
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Autocorrelation
df= 4.1253MHz

Figure 4.12 Autocorrelation of the measured sparse frequency LFM signal compared to the
autocorrelation of the sparse frequency LFM signal used in the original modeling. Both signals have pulse
duration of 4/zs and a 37MHz bandwidth.

From equation 3.16 it is clear that the locations of the ghosts are determined by
the argument of the symmetric delta functions t +

D

Since this is the only place where

the pulse duration appears in the equation, it is clear that the discrepancy is arising from

the fact that the output signal has a triangular spectrogram instead of a sawtooth
spectrogram. The resultant signal is equivalent to the superposition of two time offset

2/zs sawtooth pulses with opposite slopes.

From the figure 4.5 it can be calculated that the two slopes are not exactly equal
in magnitude; in fact the down slope is 5.66% greater than the up slope. Since the slope

of the spectrogram is determined by chirp coefficient (fit) it was possible to slightly

change the original model to produce the triangular spectrogram observed in figure 4.6.
It is interesting to note that when the same slope was assumed for both the up and down
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chirp the ghosting disappeared, this property could potentially be used in future

applications to eliminate ghosting in the ambiguity function of sparse frequency LFM

ladar signals.

The results of the modified model are shown in figure 4.13. Since there are
massive fluctuations in the PSLR in the region where the difference frequency is less than

21 MHz figure 4.14 shows a zoomed in view of the region where the data point are

plotted against a moving average calculated from the model. From figure 4.14 it is clear
that the data and theory while not perfect are in much better agreement than in figure
4.11.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of experimental data and modeling with modified waveform for the range
resolution (a) and PSLR (b) for a 4ps LFM chirp with a 37MHz bandwidth.
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Figure 4.14 Zoomed in view of the data points from Figure 4.13a showing the data follows the moving
average of the theory and is within one standard deviation.

From figure 4.14 it is clear that when the model was modified to more closely

match the experimental conditions, the results fell within one standard deviation showing
that this model more closely matched the measured data. It should be noted that this

modification is still only an approximation of the experimental conditions, and if more
precise information was available the authors believe that there could be an even stronger

model produced. But, since the purpose of this experiment was to verify the results of the
model developed in the previous chapter this is sufficient evidence to confirm the
accuracy of the model to within the limits of device constraints.
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CHAPTER 5

TARGET SIMULATION
Now that the model of a dual chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signal has been
verified the next step is to simulate a target and verify that the system could resolve a

target at range. In this chapter the results of simulating (through a fiber optic delay line)
a target and at a range of approximately 150 meters is discussed.

5.1 Coherent on Receive Processing of a Simulated Target
Since the phase of the signal and the matched filter need to be consistent for
LFM waveforms, a coherent on receive system is required.

Figure 5.1 shows the

modified setup that was used to simulate a target at a range of approximately 150 meters,

and record the outgoing signal. The figure shows that a splitter is used to send some of

the signal to a one of the photodiodes and the rest of the signal is sent through 200m of
PM fiber which will delay the signal by approximately 1 /is which is the round trip time

of flight for a target at a range of 150 meters. Both signals are digitized and processed

using the same technique described in section 4.3, but instead of autocorrelating the
signals they will be cross-correlated using the undelayed signal as the matched filter.
This results in a matched filter output where the central lobe is located at t = 1/j.s instead

of zero.
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Figure 5.1 Experimental setup modified for the simulation of a target analyzed using coherent on receive
processing.

Figure 5.2 shows the results of this experiment using a two 37MHz chirps with a
50.1281MHz difference frequency. Figure 5.3 shows the same results zoomed in on the

main lobe showing that the peak is located atr/F = 0.252, where recall that T is the
duration of the chirped waveform, and since T = 4^5, t = 1.0080gs.
Matched Filter Output
~1p.s Delay
df= 50.1281MHz B = 37MHz T= 3.9998pS
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Figure 5.2 Matched filter output.
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Figure 5.3 Matched filter output (Zoomed in on main lobe).

In free space range is defined as/? = icIT.. Therefore, using the results of this
experiment it can be shown that a target was simulated at a distance of 151.2 meters.
From figure 5.3 it can also be shown that the range resolution (<5/?) is 1.44 meters, which

matches the results from the previous models. As a result of this final experiment it has
been shown that coherent on receive processing can be used with sparse frequency LFM

ladar signals to detect targets at range with the same resolution shown in the previous
chapters.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
In this thesis a method of increasing the range resolution of LFM ladar signals

without the need for larger modulator bandwidth was proposed through the use of sparse
frequency LFM ladar signals. To produce the signal it was proposed that two (or more)

laser sources with locked frequency offsets could be coupled into one fiber optic cable
and sent through the same acousto-optic modulator. This modulator would in turn apply
a linear frequency ramp to all of the laser lines at the same time resulting in complex

envelope of the from u(t') | J — AAl0

el(2Tr^o+(^-^df)t+-^t )

An analytical model of the matched filter output (autocorrelation) of a dual chirp
sparse frequency LFM ladar signal (/V = 2) was developed. This model showed that the

range resolution increases as the difference frequency between the two lines is increased.

The analytical model also shows two disadvantages with sparse frequency LFM ladar
signals. First the PSLR is no longer constant for a given range resolution and second
there are ghost spots in the matched filter output that are a result of interference between

the two chirps overlapping in the frequency domain.
A numerical model was also developed which agreed with the results of the
analytical model. An algorithm was developed which calculated the range resolution and

the PSLR of the matched filter output, which showed that the effective bandwidth of the
signal is approximately equal to the modulator bandwidth plus the difference frequency
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between the two laser lines.

The numerical model was expanded to allow for the

calculation of multiple chirp sparse frequency LFM ladar signals (N > 2). From this

modified model it was shown that the effective bandwidth of sparse frequency LFM ladar
signals follows the following relationship Be^

The ambiguity function

v)|)

F + (/V — l)df.

was numerically calculated and plotted for

selected sparse frequency LFM ladar signals with different difference frequencies and
number of superimposed laser lines. The ambiguity functions showed an unexpected

modulation which inspired the derivation of a closed form analytic expression for the
ambiguity function of sparse frequency LFM ladar signals. This solution allows for the

calculation of the ambiguity function for an arbitrary number of superimposed laser lines
with arbitrary frequency differences.
An experiment was performed which verified the results of the dual chirp sparse
frequency LFM ladar signal modeling. And lastly an experiment was conducted in which

the signal was used to detect a simulated target at a 150m standoff distance in free space.
These results show the ability of sparse frequency LFM ladar signals to increase the
bandwidth of LFM ladar signals without the need for larger bandwidth modulators.
However issues such as PSLR fluctuations and ghosting in range resolution mean that

careful attention to the selection of difference frequency must be taken into consideration
in order to get optimal performance from a system using a sparse frequency LFM ladar
signal.
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APPENDIX A
MatLab Code for Generating Chapter 3 Figures
. O- O, O, O
O O O O O O O O O O^'O'O'O'O'O^’O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O'O-O'O'O-O-O'O-O'O'O-O-O-O-O'O'O-O-O'O-O'O-O-O'O-O-O'O-O-O-O-O-O'O

&

Robert V.
University of Dayton -

%

Chimenti

Ladar and Optical Comm.

Institute

(LOCI)

Sparse_Frequency_LFM_Signals.m
11/10/08

This is the numerical model used in Chapter 3
%

generate figures 3.2 through 3.4.
of the figures in [9]

section 3.2 used to

Originally used to produce all

''o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'cj'o'o'o'cj'o'o'o'o'o'

%%■ Ambiguity Function Comparison
close all;

clear all;

clc;

warning off;
N = 4 000;
% Number of

T =

samples

le-6;

% Period
t =

linspace(0,T,N);

% Time vector
dt =

t (2) -1 (1) ;

% Time point spacing
W = 100e6;
% Chirp bandwidth

sep =

(Hz)

100e6;

% Max chirp separation

(Hz)

B = W*2*pi/T;

% Beta Value
dfmax = W+sep;

% Max difference frequency
AOshiftf =

(Hz)

750e6;

% Frequency shift due to the AO modulator
AOshiftw = 2*pi*AOshiftf;

(Hz)

% Angular frequency shift due to the AO modulator

(rad/s)

dw = 2*pi.*linspace(0,dfmax,1+dfmax.*T);
% Line spacing vector (rad/s)
A =

le-6;

% Signal
Alo = 1;

field amplitude

% Local oscillator field amplitude
for j_dw = 1:length(dw)
u = A.*Alo.*exp(i*(AOshiftw.*t+0.5*B.*t.x2))+...
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A.*Alo.*exp(i.*((AOshiftw+dw(j_dw)). *t + 0.5*B.*t.A2));

% Complex envelope
= xcorr(u,2*N);

[x,lag]

%Auto-Correlation of complex envelope
tau = dt.* lag;

% Time displacement vector
x = abs(x)./N;
% Normalized auto-correlation

(20*logl0(x));

x =
% dB

mx = max(x) ;

% Find Max

x = x-mx;
% Normalize

if dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)

<= W

% Analitic Auto-Corelation of Complex Envelope
x2

=

sine(W*tau).*exp(-i*2*pi*(AOshiftf+(W/2)).*tau).*...
(1+exp(-i*2*pi*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)).*tau))...

+(1/W)*(W-(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))*sinc((W-(dw(j_dw)I(2 *pi...
)))*(tau+((T*(dw(j_dw)I(2*pi)))/W)))+(1/W)*(W-(dw(j_dw.
)I(2*pi)))*sinc((W-(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))*(tau-((T*(dw(j_dw

)/(2*pi)))/W)));
else

x2

=

sine(W*tau).*exp(-i*2*pi*(AOshiftf +(W/2)).*tau).
(1+exp(-i*2*pi*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)).*tau));

end

= A1oa2.*Aa2.*x2;

x2

%

Inclusion of intensities

x2 = 20*logl0(abs(x2));
% dB

= x2-mx;

x2

% Normalize

q =

((T*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))/W);

% Second Peak
q = q/T;

if

(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi))

<= W-10e6

subplot(2,3, [1
plot(tau/T,x)

2

axis ( [-1
hold on

0] )

1

-60

3] )

plot(tau/T,x2,'r')

hold off
xlabel(1\tau/T\newline(a) 1 )

ylabel(1dB')
legend('|\chi(\tau)|

Numeric',

subplot(2,3,4)
plot(tau/T,x)
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'|\chi(\tau)|

Analytic',0)

hold on
plot(tau/T,x2, 'r' )
hold off
axis([-q-.O5

-60

-q+.O5

0] )

xlabel('\tau/T\newline(b) ' )
ylabel(1dB')

subplot(2,3,5)
plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r')
hold off
axis([-.O5 .05 -60 0])
xlabel(1\tau/T\newline(c)')

ylabel('dB')
subplot(2,3,6)

plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r')
hold off
axis([q-.05 q+.O5

-60

0])

xlabel('\tau/T\newline(d) ' )

ylabel('dB')
pause(.1)
else

subplot(2,1,1)
plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r')
hold off
axis( [-1

1

-60

0] )

xlabel(1\tau/T')
ylabel('dB')
legend('|\chi(\tau)|

Numeric',

'|\chi(\tau)|

Analytic',0

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r')
hold off
axis( [-.05 .05 -60
xlabel('\tau/T')

0] )

ylabel('dB')
pause(.1)

end
end

for j_dw = 51
u = A.*Alo.*exp(i*(AOshiftw.*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))+...
A.*Alo.*exp(i.*((AOshiftw+dw(j_dw)) ,*t+0.5*B.*t.A2)) ;

% Complex envelope
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= xcorr(u,2*N);

[x,lag]

%Auto-Correlation of complex envelope

tau = dt.*lag;

% Time displacement vector
x = abs(x)./N;
% Normalized auto-correlation

(20*logl0(x));

x =
% dB

mx = max(x);

% Find Max

x = x-mx;
% Normalize

if dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)

<= W

% Analitic Auto-Corelation of Complex Envelope
x2

=

sine(W*tau).*exp(-i*2*pi*(AOshiftf+(W/2)).*tau).
(1+exp(-i*2*pi*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)).*tau))...
+(1/W)*(W-(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))*sinc((W-(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi...

)))*(tau+((T*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))/W)))+(l/W)*(W-(dw(j_dw.
)/(2*pi)))*sinc((W-(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)))*(tau-((T*(dw(j_dw

)/(2*pi)))/W)));
else
x2

=

sine(W*tau).*exp(-i*2*pi*(AOshiftf+(W/2)).*tau).
(1+exp(-i*2*pi*(dw(j_dw)/(2*pi)).*tau));

end

= A1oa2.*A"2.*x2;

X2

%

Inclusion of intensities

x2 = 20*logl0(abs(x2));
% dB

x2

= x2-mx;

% Normalize
q =

( (T* (dw (j_dw) / (2*pi) ) )/W) ;

% Second Peak
q = q/T;

subplot (2,3, [ 1 2
plot(tau/T,x)
axis( [-1

1

-60

3])

0] )

hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,' r' )
hold off

xlabel('\tau/T\newline(a)')
ylabel('dB1)
legend('|\chi(\tau)|

Numeric',

subplot(2,3,4)

plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r')
hold off

axis([-q-.O5 -q+.O5

-60

0])
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'|\chi(\tau)|

Analytic',0)

xlabel('\tau/T\newline(b)')
ylabel('dB')

subplot(2,3,5)
plot (tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r1)

hold off
axis([-.05 .05 -60 0] )
xlabel(1\tau/T\newline(c)')

ylabel('dB')

subplot(2,3,6)
plot(tau/T,x)
hold on
plot(tau/T,x2,'r 1 )
hold off
axis([q-.O5 q+.O5 -60 0])
xlabel(1\tau/T\newline(d)')

ylabel('dB')
end
%% deltaR and PSLR
clear all;

clc;

warning off;
N = 40000;
% Number of

T =

samples

le-6;

% Period
t = linspace(0,T,N);
% Time vector
dt =

t (2 ) -1 (1) ;

% Time point spacing
W = 100e6;

% Chirp bandwidth
sep =

(Hz)

100e6;

% Max chirp separation

(Hz)

B = W*2*pi/T;

% Beta Value
dW = linspace(100e6,300e6,201);
dB = dW.*2*pi/max(t);

dfmax = W+sep;

% Max difference frequency
AOshiftf =

(Hz)

750e6;

% Frequency shift due to the AO modulator
AOshiftw = 2*pi*AOshiftf;

(Hz)

% Angular frequency shift due to the AO modulator

dw = 2*pi.*linspace(0,dfmax,1+dfmax.*T);
% Line spacing vector (rad/s)

A =

le-6;

% Signal field amplitude
Alo =

1;

% Local oscillator field amplitude
for j_dw =

1:length(dw)
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(rad/s)

u = A.*Alo.*(exp(i*(AOshiftw.*t + 0.5*B.*t.A2 )).. .
+exp(i . * ((AOshiftw+dw(j_dw)).*t+0.5*B.*t.A2)));

% Complex envelope
[x,lag] = xcorr(u,2*N);
% Auto-Correlation of complex envelope

tau = dt.*lag;
% Time displacment vector
x = abs(x)./N;
% Normalized auto-correlation

(20*logl0(x));

x =

% dB
mx = max(x) ;

% Find Max

x = x-mx;
% Normalize

n = 2*N+1;
for k = n:(length(x)-1);

= x(k+l)-x(k);

d(k)
end

% Derivative loop
k = n;
while d(k)

<=

0;

k = k+1;

end
% Finds Minima
find(x(n:k-1)

=

[Val,Nx]

> x(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;
PG =

2*tau(g);

% FWHM
R(j_dw)

=

(PG*3e8)/2;

% Range Resolution
[a, b]

= max (x) ;

% Peak
[al,b2]

(dB)
= max(x(k-1:2*n-l));

% Side Loob

M(j_dw)

(dB)

17122

= al-a;

% PSR

u2

= A. *Alo. *exp (i* (AOshiftw. *t + 0.5*dB (j_dw) . *t. A2) )

= (xcorr(u2,2*N));
(20*logl0(abs(xc)));

[xc,lagc]
xc =

for k = n:(length(xc)-1);
d(k) = xc(k+1)-xc(k);

end
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k = n;

<=

while d(k)

0;

k = k+1;

end

find(xc(n:k-1)

=

[Val,Nx]

> xc(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;
PGc = 2*tau(g) ;
Rc(j_dw) = (PGc*3e8)/2;

= raax(xc);

[ac,bc]

= max(xc(k-1:2*n-l));

[alc,b2c]

= ac-alc;

Mc(j_dw)
end

figure
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(dw./(2*pi).*le-6,M)

axis([0

(max(dw)./(2*pi)).*le-6 -20

0])

title('Two 100MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')

xlabel('df

(a) ')

(MHz)\newline
(dB)')

ylabel('PSLR

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(dw./(2*pi),*le-6,R)

axis([0

(max(dw)./(2*pi)).*le-6 0

ylabel('\deltaR

(c) ' )

(MHz)\newline

xlabel('df

1.5])

(m)')

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(dW.*le-6,-Me,'r')
axis([100 max(dW).*le-6

-20

0])

title('One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth
xlabel('B (MHz)\newline
(b)')
ylabel('PSLR (dB)')
subplot(2,2,4)

plot(dW.*le-6,Rc,'r')
axis([100 max(dW).*le-6
ylabel('\deltaR

xlabel('B

0

1.5])

(m)')

(MHz)\newline

%% Autocorrelation function

clear all;

(d) ' )

(dB)

plotted verses difference frequency

clc;

warning off;
N = 40000;

% Number of

samples

T = le-6;
% Period
t =

linspace(0,T,N);

% Time vector

dt =

t (2 ) -1 (1) ;

% Time point
W = 100e6;

spacing
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% Chirp bandwidth

(Hz)

sep = 100e6;
% Max chirp separation

(Hz)

B = W*2*pi/T;
% Beta Value
dW = linspace(100e6,300e6,201);
dfmax - W+sep;
% Max difference frequency

AOshiftf =

(Hz)

750e6;

% Frequency shift due to the AO modulator

(Hz)

AOshiftw = 2*pi*AOshiftf;
% Angular frequency shift due to the AO modulator

(rad/s)

dw = 2*pi.*linspace(0,dfmax,1+dfmax.*T);
% Line spacing vector (rad/s)
A = le-6;
% Signal field amplitude

Alo = 1;
% Local oscillator field amplitude
for j_dw = 1:length(dw)
u = A.*Alo.*(exp(i*(AOshiftw.*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))...

+exp(i.*((AOshiftw+dw(j_dw)).*t+0.5*B.*t.*2)));

% Complex envelope
[x,lag] = xcorr(u,2*N);
% Auto-Correlation of complex envelope

tau = dt.*lag;
% Time displacement vector

x = abs(x)./N;
% Normalized auto-correlation

x =

(20*logl0(x));

% dB
mx = max(x);

% Find Max

x = x-mx;
% Normalize
x2(length(dw)-j_dw+l,:)

= x+60;

% Increase intensity for plotting purposes
end

figure
df = linspace(200,0,4 0001) ;
image(tau./T,df,x2)
axis([-1 1 0 200] )
ylabel('df (MHz)')
xlabel('\tau/T')

colormap(bone)
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Robert V.
University of Dayton -

q^q^q^q^q-q^q^q^
'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'6'o'o'o'o'o

Chimenti

Ladar and Optical Comm,

Institute

(LOCIi

DualChirpSFLFMAmbiguityFunction.m
11/11/08

This routine was originally Written by Bradley D.

(10/4/07)

Duncan,

Ph.D.

to calculate and plots the Ambiguity Function for a

[37]

single linearly FMed pulse.

The definition of the AF is that

in Chapter 3 of Levanon and Mozeson's book
routine was modified by Robert V. Chimenti

found

"Radar Signals."
This
(11/11/08) to calculate

the AF of a Dual Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM signal with difference

0,

frequencies of

B/2,

B,

(3B)/2,

and 2B.

'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'oo o o o ’o o o o o

clear all;

close all;

clc;

warning off;

% Set up an LFM complex envelope
T
= 1;
% Period

dt =

0.001;

% Time scale
[0:dt:T];

=

t

% Time Vector

BT =

100;

% Time BW product = Compression ratio

% Compared to transform limited pulse,
k
= BT/(Tx2);

j

=

q =

sqrt(-1) ;

[0.5

1

2];

1.5

q = q (1) ;
% Selects difference frequency
% q(l) => df = 0
o,
*0
q(2) => df = B/2
0,

q.

q(3)

q(4)

q,
"o q(5)

dfl =
u

=> df = B
=> df = (3B)/2
=> df =

2B

(BT/T).*q;

= exp(j*pi*k*(t.x2))+exp(j*pi*k*(t.x2)).*exp(j*2*pi*dfl.*t);

% Complex Envelope

(uniform amplitude)

% Calculate the Ambiguity function

taumax =

(length(t)-1)*dt;

skip = 1;
tau = [-taumax:skip*dt:taumax];

% Correlation delay time scale
N =

5;
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% Do zero padding in order to
M =

%

length(t) ;

Increase frequency resolution

lp = N*M;

% Zero pad length
pad = zeros(1,N*M);

% Zero pad vector
up =
%

[pad u pad];

Zero padded reference signal.

lu = length(u);
% Length of the complex envelope vector

for k =

1:length(tau)

skip*k);

shift =

zeros(l,lp +

lu -

trail =

zeros(l,lp -

lu + skip*k);

ups =

[shift u trail];

% Delayed and zero padded signal
arg =

conj(up).*ups;

% Argument of FFT operation
AF(:,k)

= abs(conj(fftshift(fft(arg) )));

% The Ambiguity function

end
AF = AF/max(max(AF));

% Unity Peak
teff =

df =

fmax =

f =

(N*M +

(M-l)/2)*dt;

1/ (2*teff);
1/(2*dt);

[-fmax:df:fmax];

figure
imagesc(tau/T,f*T,Loglm(AF,1.75) )
axis xy
axis([-taumax/T taumax/T 0 BT])

colormap(bone)
xlabel('\tau/T')
ylabel(1\nuT')

title([1 Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function (BT = 1 num2str(BT) . ..
', B_e_f_fT = ' num2str(((BT/T)+df1)*T) ' and df = 0)'])
% B_effT = (B+df)T
% The value of df must be manually inputted into the line 95
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-Q.Q-Q-Q-Q.Q.O.Q.Q.
° :o'o:^'o'o'6'o'o'o'o'o^'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o
°- -<t-Q^o.o.q,q.q,q,q.q,q,
^'o^^%%%%%^'o'o'o^^^'o'o'o:o^'o'o
:o'o'o^i^^'o
:o'o'o'oli'oli'o'o'o'o
%

Chimenti

Robert V.

Ladar and Optical Comm.

University of Dayton

Institute

(LOCI'

Multiple_Sparse_Frequency_LFM_Signals. m
11/10/08
is the numerical model used in Chapter 3

%

This

%

generate figures 3.13

through 3.20.

%

all of the figures in

[34].
. q. q. o. q q

'o'o'o'o'o'o^'o^'o'o'o'o'o'o

section 3.3 used to

Originally used to produce
- q q q q q o-

o.

'o'o'o'o'o'o'o^'o'o'o'o'o

%% deltaR and PSLR

clc;

clear all;

close all;

warning off;

N = 40000;
% Number of

samples

le-6;

T =
%

Period

t

=

linspace(0,T,N);

% Time vector
dt

t (2) -1 (1) ;

=

% Time point

spaceing

W = 100e6;
% Chirp Bandwidth

(Hz)

sep = 100e6;
% Max Chirp Seperation

(Hz)

B = W*2*pi/T;
% Beta Value
[linspace(100e6,500e6,201);

dW =

linspace(100e6,900e6,201);

linspace(100e6,700e6,201);...
linspace(10066,110066,201)];

dB = dW.*2*pi/max(t);
dfmax =

sep;

% Max laser line

spacing

AOshiftf = 750e6;
% Initian frequancy shift of the AO modulator

(Hz)

AOshiftw = 2*pi*AOshiftf;
% Initian frequancy shift of the AO modulator

(rad/s)

dw = 2*pi.*linspace(0,dfmax,1+dfmax.*T);
% line spacing vector (rad/s)
A =

le-6;

% Sginal Feild Amplitude

Alo = 1;
% Local oscilaotor Feild Amplitude
w = W*2*pi;

nn =
nnn =

[1 2

3

0

0

0;

[111000;

for j_nn =
for j_dw =

1 2

3

4

0

0;

111100;

1 2

3

4

5

0;

111110;

1

2

3

4

5

6] ;

111111];

1:4
1:length(dw)

u = A.*Alo.*(nnn(j_nn,1).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,1)-1).*...
(dw(j _dw))) ,*t + 0.5*B.*t.A2))+nnn(j _nn,2) .* exp(i * ( (. . .

AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,2)-1).*(dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))...

+nnn(j_nn,3).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,3)-1).*(...
dw(j_dw))) .*t + 0.5*B.*t.A2))+nnn(j_nn,4) .*exp(i* ( (. . .
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AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,4)-1). * (dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*...
t.a2))+nnn(j_nn,5).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,5)-1).

.*(dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))+nnn(j_nn,6).*exp...
(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,6)-1).*(dw(j_dw))).*t...
+0.5*B.*t.A2)));
[x,lag]

= xcorr(u,2*N);

% Auto-Correlation of complex envelope
tau = dt.*lag;
% Time displacment vector
x = abs(x)./N;

% Normalized aotu-correlation

(20*logl0(x));

x =

% dB
mx = max(x) ;

% Find Max
x = x-mx;
% Normalize
n =

2*N+1;

for k = n:(length(x)-1) ;
% derivative loop
d(k)

= x(k+1)-x (k);

end
k = n;
while d(k)

%

0;

<=

finds minima

k = k+1;
end

[Val,Nx]

=

find(x(n:k-1)

> x(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;
PG = 2*tau(g);

% FWHM
R(j_nn,j_dw)

=

(PG*3e8)/2;

% Range Resolution
[a, b] = max (x) ;
% Peak (dB)
[al,b2] = max(x(k-1:2*n-l));

% Side Loob
M(j _nn,j _dw)
%

u2

(dB)

17122

= al - a;

PSLR

= A. *Alo . *exp (i* (AOshif tw. *t + 0.5*dB (j_nn, j_dw) . *t. A2 )

[xc,lagc] = (xcorr(u2,2*N));
xc = (20*logl0(abs(xc)));

for k = n:(length(xc)-1);
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% derivative loop
= xc(k+1)-xc(k);

d(k)

end
k = n;
while d(k)

<=

0;

%

finds minima

k = k+1;
end

[Val,Nx]

find(xc(n:k-1)

=

> xc(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;
2*tau(g);

PGc =

% FWHM
Rc(j_nn,j_dw)

=

(PGc*3e8)/2;

% Range Resolution
[ac,bc]

%

Peak

= max(xc);
(dB)

[alc,b2c]

= max(xc(k-1:2*n-1));

%Side Loob

(dB)

Me(j_nn,j_dw)

%

17122

= ac-alc;

PSLR

end
end

figure
g =

linspace(0,200,201) ;

subplot(2,2,1)
plot(g,M(1,:))
axis([0 200 -20 0])
title('Three 100MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')

xlabel('df\newline(a)')
ylabel('PSLR

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(g,R(1,:))

axis( [0 200 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')
xlabel('df\newline(c)')

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(dW(l,:).*le-6,-Me(1,:),' r')
axis([100 max(dW(1,:)).*le-6 -20 0])
title('One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth')

xlabel('B

(MHz)\newline

ylabel('PSLR

(b)')

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,4)
plot(dW(1,:).*le-6,Rc(1,:),'r')
axis([100 max(dW(l,:)).*le-6 0
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')

xlabel('B

(MHz)\newline

1.5])

(d)')

figure
subplot(2,2,1)
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plot(g,M(2, : ) )
axis([0

200

-20

0])

title('Four 100MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')

xlabel('df\newline(a)')
ylabel('PSLR

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(g,R(2,:))
axis([0 200 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')

xlabel('df\newline(c)')

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(dW(2,:).*le-6,-Me(2,:),’r')
axis([100 max(dW(2,:)).*le-6

-20

0])

title('One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth')
xlabel('B

(MHz)\newline

ylabel('PSLR

(b)')

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,4)
plot(dW(2,:).*le-6,Rc(2,:),'r')

axis([100 max(dW(2,:)).*le-6 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')
xlabel('B (MHz)\newline
(d) ' )

figure
subplot(2,2,1)

plot(g,M(3, : ))
axis( [0

200

-20

0] )

title('Five 100MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')
xlabel('df\newline(a)')
ylabel('PSLR

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(g,R(3,:))

axis([0 200 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')
xlabel('df\newline(c)')
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(dW(3, :) .*le-6,-Me(3, :) , 'r' )
axis([100 max(dW(3,:)).*le-6 -20

0])

title('One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth')
xlabel('B (MHz)\newline
(b)')
ylabel('PSLR

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(dW(3,:).*le-6,Rc(3,:),'r')

axis([100 max(dW(3,:)).*le-6 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')
xlabel('B (MHz)\newline
(d) ' )

figure
subplot(2,2,1)
plot(g,M(4,:))

axis([0

200

-20

0])

title('Six 100MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')
xlabel('df\newline(a)')
ylabel('PSLR

(dB)')

subplot(2,2,3)
plot(g,R(4,:))
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axis( [0 200 0 1.5])
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')
xlabel('df\newline(c)')

subplot(2,2,2)
plot(dW(4,:).*le-6,-Mc(4,:),'r')

axis([100 max(dW(4,:)).*le-6

-20

0])

title('One LFM Chirp with Varying Bandwidth')
xlabel('B

(b)')

(MHz)\newline

(dB)')

ylabel('PSLR

subplot(2,2,4)
plot(dW(4,:).*le-6,Rc(4,:),'r')
axis([100 max(dW(4,:)).*le-6
ylabel('\deltaR

xlabel('B

0

1.5])

(m)')
(d)')

(MHz)\newline

%% Modified Ambiguity Function
clear all;

clc;

warning off;
N = 40000;
% Number of

T =
%
t

samples

le-6;

Period
= linspace(0,T,N);

% Time vector

dt = t (2) -1 (1) ;
% Time point spaceing
W = 100e6;
% Chirp Bandwidth

(Hz)

sep = 100e6;
% Max Chirp Seperation

(Hz)

B = W*2*pi/T;
% Beta Value
dW = linspace(100e6,300e6,40001);
dB = dW.*2*pi/max(t);

dfmax = W+sep;
% Max laser line spacing
AOshiftf = 750e6;
% Initian frequancy shift of the AO modulator

(Hz)

AOshiftw = 2*pi*AOshiftf;
% Initian frequancy shift of the AO modulator

(rad/s)

dw = 2*pi.*linspace(0,2*sep,1+dfmax.*T);
%

line spacing vector

(rad/s)

A = le-6;
% Sginal Feild Amplitude

Alo = 1;
% Local oscilaotor Feild Amplitude
w = W*2*pi;
nn = [123000;

nnn =

[111000;

123400;
111100;

123450;
111110;

1

2

3

4

5

6];

111111];

for j_nn = 1:4
for j_dw = 1:length(dw)
u = A.*Alo.*(nnn(j_nn,1).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,1)-1).*
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(dw(j _dw))) .*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))+nnn(j_nn,2) .* exp(i *((. ..
AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,2)-1).*(dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))

+nnn(j_nn,3).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,3)-1).*(...
dw(j_dw))).*t + 0.5*B.*t.a2))+nnn(j_nn,4),*exp(i*((...

AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,4)-1).*(dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*...
t.a2))+nnn(j_nn,5).*exp(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,5)-1)..

.*(dw(j_dw))).*t+0.5*B.*t.A2))+nnn(j_nn,6).*exp...
(i*((AOshiftw+(nn(j_nn,6)-1).*(dw(j_dw))).*t...
+0.5*B.*t.A2)));

[x,lag] = xcorr(u);
% Auto-Correlation of complex envelope
tau = dt.*lag;

% Time displacment vector
x = abs(x)./N;

% Normalized aotu-correlation
x =

(20*logl0(x));

% dB
mx = max(x);

% Find Max
x = x-mx;
% Normalize

x2(length(dw)-j_dw+l,:)

= x+60;

end

figure
BP = linspace(200,0,201);
image(tau./T,BP,x2)
axis( [-1 1

0

ylabel('df

(MHz)')

200] )

xlabel('\tau/T')
colormap(bone)
end
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’Q^Q^Q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^q^g^g^q^g^g^g^q^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^g^q^g^g^g^g^q^g^g^g^g^g^

%

Robert V.
University of Dayton -

%

Chimenti

Ladar and Optical Comm.

Institute

(LOCIi

MultipleChirpSFLFMAmbiguityFunction.m

11/11/08

% This routine was originally Written by Bradley D. Duncan, Ph.D.
% (10/4/07) calculates and plots the Ambiguity Function for a single
%

linearly FMed pulse.

The definition of the AF is that

found in

% Chapter 3 of Levanon and Mozeson's book "Radar Signals."
This
% routine was modified by Robert V. Chimenti (11/11/08) to calculate

% the AF of a M Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM signal with a
% difference frequencies of B.

And plot the full function and as

% well as the function zoomed in on the origin.
‘^g^q^q^q.q.g^q^q.q,q,q.
- q. q.
0-0-9- q q 0- 0-

clear all;

clc;

warning off;

close all;

% Set up an LFM complex envelope
T

1;

=

% Period
dt =

0.001;

% Time scale
t

[0:dt:T];

=

% Time Vector
BT =

100;

% Time BW product = Compression ratio

% Compared to transform limited pulse,
k
= BT/(Ta2) ;

j

=

ql

=

[0

0

q2
q3

=

[1

=

[1

0
2

q4

q5

=
=

q6

=

[1 2
[1 2
[1 2

sqrt(-1) ;

0
0

0

0]

0

0

0

0]
0]

3
3

0
4

0]

3

4

5]

0]

0]

q6;

q =
al

=

[0

0

0

a2
a3

=
=

[1
[1

0
1

0
0

0
0
0

a4

=

[1

1

1

0

a5
a6

=

[1

1

0]

[1

1

1
1

1

=

1

1]

a =

0]
0]

a6 ;

dfl =
u

0]

(BT/T);

= exp (j *pi*k*(t.A2))+a (1) .*exp(j *pi*k*(t.A2)) .*exp(j *2*pi*dfl* . . .

q(1) .*t)+a(2) .*exp(j *pi*k*(t.A2)) .*exp(j*2*pi*dfl*q(2) .*t) . ..
+a(3) .*exp(j *pi*k*(t.A2)) .*exp(j*2*pi*dfl*q(3) .*t) . . .
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+a(4).*exp(j*pi*k*(t.A2)) .*exp(j*2*pi*dfl*q(4).*t)...
+a(5) .*exp(j *pi*k*(t.A2)) .*exp(j*2*pi*dfl*q(5) .*t) ;
plot(abs(fftshift(fft(u))))
% Complex Envelope (uniform amplitude)
% Calculate the Ambiguity function

taumax =

(length(t)-1)*dt;

skip = 1;
tau = [-taumax:skip*dt:taumax] ;

% Correlation delay time scale
N = 5;
% Do zero padding in order to
M = length(t) ;
% Increase frequency resolution

lp = N*M;
% Zero pad length
pad = zeros(1,N*M);
%

Zero pad vector

up =

[pad u pad] ;

% Zero padded reference signal.
lu = length(u) ;
% Length of the complex envelope vector

for k = 1:length(tau)
shift = zeros(l,lp +
trail =

ups =

zeros(l,lp -

lu -

skip*k);

lu + skip*k);

[shift u trail];

% Delayed and zero padded signal
arg = conj (up).*ups;

% Argument of FFT operation
AF(:,k)

= abs(conj (fftshift(fft(arg))));

% The Ambiguity function
end
AF = AF/max(max(AF));

% Unity Peak
teff =

df =

fmax =

f =

(N*M +

(M-l)/2)*dt;

1/(2*teff);

1/(2 *dt) ;

[ -fmax:df:fmax] ;

figure
imagesc(tau/T,f*T,Loglm(AF,1.75))
axis xy
axis([-taumax/T taumax/T 0 BT] )

% axis([-.2

.2

0

10]);

colormap(bone)
xlabel('\tau/T')
ylabel('\nuT')
title(['Six Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function

num2str(BT)

1,

and df =

B_e_f_fT =

'

num2str(BT*(max(q)+1))...

0) ' ] )

figure
imagesc(tau/T,f*T,Loglm(AF,1.75))
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(BT

axis xy
% axis([-taumax/T taumax/T 0 BT] )
axis( [-.055

.055

0

10] ) ;

colormap(bone)
xlabel('\tau/T')
ylabel(1\nuT')
title(['Six Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function

B_e_f_fT =

num2str(BT)

',

',

0) ' ] )

and df =

'

(BT =

num2str(BT*(max(q)+1))...

% The value of df and the number of chirps must be manually
%

inputted into the titles
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APPENDIX B
Ambiguity Function with an Arbitrary Number of Chirps and Difference
Frequencies

Below is the algorithm which is used to calculate and plot equation 3.25 as well

the necessary subroutine to run the program.
O O O O O O O O O O O V o o<>ox)T5X><>T5l)x>'ox)o'o’o'oo

%
%
"o

University of Dayton -

Robert V. Chimenti
Ladar and Optical Comm.

Institute

(LOCI)

NChirpSFLFMAmbiguityFunction.m
11/24/08

%
%

This routine was originally Written to calculate and plot the
Ambiguity Function for an arbitrary number of LFM pulses with
arbitrary difference frequencies.

This routine calls on chil.m

as a subroutine.
- 9- 9-

, 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9-

clc;

9.

clear all;

- 9- 9-

. O, O. O. O.'o'o'a'o'o'o'o'o'S'o'o'o'S'Q'o
^0.0000.0. . O.
O, O,

9

close all;

warning off;

T =

%

1;

Period

B = 100;
% Bandwidth
beta =

2*pi*B/T;

% Chirp Constant

tau = linspace(-1,1,1001).*T;
% Time delay vector
nu =

linspace(0,100,1001)./T;

% Doppler shift vector

[taup, nup] = meshgrid(tau,nu);
% 2-D Meshgrid
df =

[0

10

30

60];

% Difference frequency array the length of df determines the number of
% chirps and the values in the array represent the difference
%

frequencies between the indexed laser line and the one before it.
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% The values of

%

the array are arbitrary with the exception that the

first value must always be

zero.

AF = 0;
% Ambiguity function starting point
for xi = 1:length(df)
for zeta - 1:length(df)
AF = AF + chil(taup,nup-(beta/(2*pi)).*taup...

+df(xi)-df(zeta),T).*exp(-i*2*pi*df(zeta).*taup);

end
end
% Summation
AF = AF./length(df);
% Normalization

AF = abs(AF);

imagesc(tau./T,

nu.*T,Loglm(AF,1.75))

axis xy
colormap(bone)
xlabel('\tau/T')

ylabel('\nuT')

title([num2str(length(df)) ...
' Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function \newline'...
1(BT =

'

B_e_f_fT =

num2str(B*T)

and df =

num2str(max(df)+B)

['

'...

num2str(df)

''o'o'o'o’o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o

Robert V.

%

University of Dayton -

'])'])

'o'o%%%'o'o^'o^'o'o'o'o'o^'o'o^'o'o'o':o’o^'o

Chimenti

Ladar and Optical Comm.

Institute

(LOCi;

chil.m

11/24/08
%
%
%

This subroutine defines the ambiguity of a unmodulated
rectangular pulse.
It is used in the operation of
NChirpSFLFMAmbiguityFunction.m

o o o o o o o o.o,o,mq^o^ozo^o,q,o,o,q,o,mo,o^g,g^^o,o,o,o,g,mg,o^o^o^mmo,o,o,mo^mo^ozo,o^o,ozo,o,o,o>mo^o^o
• *o *o

o, O- Q,

Q- 9- 0- 9- 9^ o.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

'o "O "6

function y = chil(tau,nu,T)
A =

(1-abs(tau)./T);

y = A.*sinc(T.*nu.*A).*exp(i.*pi.*nu.*tau);

Since the difference frequency array can be assigned any arbitrary values the first

example shown figure B.l is of a signal where df = [0 100 200] which is equivalent to
figure 3.21. The following figure will shows the ambiguity function of a signal where

d/ = [0 72 130 182] showing one example of an arbitrary difference frequency array. It
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is important to remember that the first element of the difference frequency array must

always be zero.
3 Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function
(BT = 100, BeffT= 300, and df= [0 100 200])

-1

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

t/T

Figure B. 1 Ambiguity function (equation 3.25) with
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df = [0 100 200].

4 Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ambiguity Function
(BT = 100, BeffT= 282, and df= [0 72 130 182])

Figure B.2 Ambiguity function (equation 3.25) with
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df = [0 72 130 182]

APPENDIX C
Signal Processing Algorithm for Measurement and Comparison of PSLR and SR
for a Dual Chirp Sparse Frequency LFM Ladar Signal
. O2-2-2-9-2-2-2-2-9'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'b'b'b

-2^9-2^2^2^S-9-2^2^2-!£»2-2^2-2-

<1'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o
'o'o'o'o'o'^ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Robert V.
University of Dayton -

!

Chimenti

Ladar and Optical Comm.

Institute

(LOCI)

DataProcessing.m

1/13/09
This routine was originally written to calculate and plot the

range resolution and PSLR of the experimentally measured dual
chirp LFM ladar signals against the results of the numerical model
for the same pulse duration and bandwidth.

This routine calls on

the PSLR and range resolution results from
Sparse_Frequency_LFM_Signals.m which must be saved as Mt.ascii and

where Mt

Rt.ascii,

is the PSLR vector and Rt

is the range

resolution vector.
2- 9-- 2- 2- 2- 2"
2^2-2-9^2^2-2-2^9^2-2-2^2^2-2-2>-2-2'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o'o o o
H2
"6

clear all;

close all;

"6 *6

-2'2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--2)7>T)7)OT>7>T)OOO

-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--2-2-2-2-

clc;

warning off;
M = 1
for file = 1:M
A = dlmread( [num2str(file) , 1 .ascii 1], 1\t1 ,24,0) ;

t = A ( : , 1) ’ ;
dt = t(2)-1(1) ;
T = max(t);
X = A( : , 2) ’ ;
fmax =

1/dt;

df = l/max(t);
f = -fmax/2:df:fmax/2;

fftshift(fft(x));

X =

Xmax = max(X) ;
X = X./Xmax;
start = length(X)/2+2;

finish = length(X);
[a b] = max(abs(X(start:finish)));
Df

=

f(b+start);

save([num2str(Df.*le-6)

’.ascii'],

p(file) = Df.*le-6;
delete([num2str(file),'.ascii'])
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'-ascii',

'A')

clear A Df X Xmax a b df dt f finish fmax start t x

end
clear file M

%%
for m =
A =

t

1:length(p);
load([num2str(p(m)),'.ascii' ] ) ;

= A ( : , 1) ' ;

T = max(t);
dt = t ( 2 ) -1 (1) ;

x = A( : , 2) ' ;

clear A
% Narrow Band Filter
fmax =

df =

l/dt;

1/T;

f =

-fmax/2:df:fmax/2;

X =

fftshift(fft(x));

Xmax = max(X) ;

X = X./Xmax;
start = length(X)/2+2;
finish = length(X);
[a b] = max(abs(X(start:finish)));

Df =

f(b+start);

for j

= b+start+10:finish

if abs(X(j))

>0.005

break
end
end
B = 37e6;

fo =
fc =
W =

f (j ) ;
fo+(B+Df)/2;

(B+Df+.005e9);

%

figure(1)

%
%

subplot(3,1,1)
plot(f./Ie9,abs(X))

%
%

xlabel('f (GHz)')
ylabel('|FFT|1)

%

title('Frequency Spectrum')

%

axis( [0

%

2

0

0.022] )

subplot(3,1,2)
if Df < B+.005e9
H = rect((f-fc)./W);

else

H = rect((f-fo-B/2)./(B+.005e9))+rect((f-fo-Df-

B/2)./(B+.005e9));
%

end
plot(f./Ie9,abs(X))

%
%

xlabel('f (GHz)1)
ylabel('|FFT|')

%

title('Frequency Spectrum')

%

axis( [0

%
%

hold on
plot(f./Ie9,H,'r')

%

2

00.022] )

hold off

Xf = H.*X;
o\°
o\°

subplot(3,1,3)
plot(f./Ie9,abs(Xf))
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%
%

xlabel(1f (GHz)')
ylabel(' |FFT| ' )

%

title('Frequency Spectrum')

%

axis( [0

2

0

0.022])

Xf = Xf.*Xmax;

x =
%

ifft(Xf);

% Autocorrelation
[X lag] - xcorr(x);
X = X./length(x);

X =

20.*logl0(abs(X));

tau =

lag.*dt;

o\°

figure(2)

o\°

subplot(2,1,2)
x = X-max(X);
plot(tau./4e-6,x)
axis([-.O5

%

.05

-50

0])

xlabel('\tau/T')

%
%

ylabel('dB' )
title('Auto-Correlation')

%

hold on

%

% Theroy
beta = 2*pi*B/T;

u =
exp(i.*(2*pi*785e6.*t+.5*beta.*t.A2))+exp(i.*(2*pi*(785e6+Df).*t+.5*bet

a.*t.A2) ) ;
[Xu lag] = xcorr(u);
Xu = Xu./length(u);
Xu = Xu;
Xu = 20.*logl0(abs(Xu));

tau =

%
%

lag.*dt;

xc = Xu-max(Xu);
plot(tau./T,xc,1r')

legend('Data'

,

'Theory',4);

%

hold off

%
%

subplot(2,1,1)
plot(tau./4e-6,X-max(X))

%
%

axis( [-1 1 -50 0] )
xlabel('\tau/T')

%
%

ylabel('dB')
title(['Auto-Correlation\newline df =

6),'MHz'])

%
%

hold on
plot(tau./T,Xs-max(Xs) ,'r' )

%

legend('Data'

%

hold off

n =

,

'Theory',1);

length(t)+1;

for k = n:2*n-4;
d(k) = x(k+l)-x(k);
end
% Derivative loop
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',

num2str(Df.*le-

k = n;

while d(k)

0;

<=

k = k+1;
end

% Finds Minima
[Val,Nx]

find(x(n:k-1)

=

> x(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;

2*tau(g);

PG =

% FWHM
R(m) =

(PG*3e8)/2;

% Range Resolution

% Peak

(dB)

[al,b2]

= max(x(k-1:2*n-3));

(dB)

% Side Loob

17122

= al;

M(m)

% PSR

for k = n:(length(xc)-1);

= xc(k+1)-xc(k);

d(k)

end
k = n;

0;

<=

while d(k)

k = k+1;
end

=

[Val,Nx]

find(xc(n:k-l)

> xc(n)-3);

g = max(Nx)+n;
PGc =
Rc (m)

2* tau(g);
= (PGc*3e8)/2;

[alc,b2c]

Me(m)

= max(xc(k-1:2*n-3));

= ale;

o\°

z

o\°

mov = addframe(mov,z)

= getframe(gef);

pause(0.1)
clear x t f lag tau H x Xf d s xc Xs Df
clear N Nx PG PGc T Val W X Xmax a

clear b b2 b2c beta df dt
clear fo g j

fc al ale

k n start finish fmax

end
clear m

Table =

[R;

Rc;

M;

Me];
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save('Table.ascii',

'-ascii',

'Table')

display(Table)

Mt =

load('Mt.ascii');

Rt =

load('Rt.ascii');

df =

linspace(0,2e-6*B,length(Rt));

figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1)

plot(df,Mt)
hold on

plot(p,M,'g*')
hold off
axis([0 max(df)

-20

0])

legend('Theory','Data',4);

title('Two 37MHz Sparse LFM Chirps')
xlabel('df (MHz)\newline
(a)')
ylabel('PSLR (dB)')
subplot(2,1,2)

plot(df,Rt)

hold on
plot(p,R,'g*')

hold off

axis([0 max(df)

0 4])

legend('Theory','Data' , 1) ;
ylabel('\deltaR (m)')

xlabel('df

(MHz)\newline

(b)')

saveas(figure(3),'Results','fig')
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